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General introductionGeneral introductionGeneral introductionGeneral introduction on the context  on the context  on the context  on the context 

and applied methods and applied methods and applied methods and applied methods     
The number of immigrants residents of Spain has been 

considerably increased since the last years of the 

nineties, years in which the number of registered 

foreigners was no more than one million people, to 

reach currently number over 5 million (5 520 133 in 

January 2013)1. The Community of Madrid has been 

one of the regions that has received most foreign 

population in recent years, reaching its peak in 2010 

with 1 108 920 people. Currently, according to data 

from the Observatory for Immigration – Studies and 

Data Centre at the Community of Madrid, 1 000 108 

foreigners are residing in the Community of Madrid, of 

which 220 641 have Romanian origin (22.06%). 

Currently the Roma population is the most numerous 

ethnic minority on the continent. The Council of 

Europe estimates that there are from 10 to 12 million 

people of this ethnic group, of which 6 million live in 

the European Union.2 Despite centuries of coexistence, 

they are the most discriminated group being in greater 

social vulnerability. 

The Romanian Gypsies began to arrive in Spain in the 

early 90s, precisely fleeing from the violent attacks 

suffered in their country after the fall of the Ceausescu's 

communist regime and in the last decade, looking for 

new job opportunities ("Spanish and Eastern Europe 

Gypsy population", Gypsy Secretariat Foundation, 

2011) having lost their jobs after the economic reforms 

were initiated. Due to visa requirements, they went out 

in a clandestine manner and became the main asylum 

seekers in Spain between 1994 and 1997 (Pajares, 2007; 

                                                 
1 Data from the National Statistics Institute (INE) 

2 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/roma/index_es.htm 

Pajares et al. 2008). The arriving families came from 

different parts of Romania (Craiova, Timisoara, 

Tandarei, etc...). They were young, numerous and 

extensive families with an average of 5 children. They 

came in large groups, and in some cases was not 

traveling the entire family unit, so they were arriving in 

a stepwise manner. 

In Madrid, from 1994 to 1999 appeared several 

settlements in the peripheries and in neighborhoods in 

uninhabited spaces, distributed in different parts as the 

municipality of Rivas-Vaciamadrid and the Fuencarral 

district. The Families were living in vans, tents, without 

electricity and water, in unsanitary conditions. The 

growth of these settlements was very fast. One of 

them, the Malmea, in four years increased from 100 to 

350 people (Macias, 2008). Currently in the Community 

of Madrid the largest settlement of Romanian gypsy 

families is in the Gallinero zone located approximately 

at 1 km from Cañada Real, in the Villa de Vallecas 

district of Madrid Capital (Map 7). According to data 

from the social organizations working there, at this 

place live around 80 to 90 families, approximately 400 

people, of which the half are minors. This settlement 

began forming in 2002 by families who were relocated 

after the fire of Salobral, in the Cañada de los Canteros 

Camp. Its name is because at this location there was an 

old chicken coop. 

After 20 years of living together, the Roma are still 

those who suffer further stigma and discrimination in a 

generalized and multiple manner, for its gypsy ethnic 

group and immigrant status, creating even greater 

misgivings among their fellow Romanians and the 

Spanish Roma population. The precarious conditions of 

the settlements have influenced the bad image of the 

group, and however, the media have played a central 

role in the distribution of this negative image of the 

collective. In fact, in recent years, the national media 
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have presented daily news that highlighted the social 

conflict generated by the appearance of the camps and 

the begging associated with them. Definitely, a 

negative treatment of the Roma Romanian reality, that 

has contributed to the current social and media alarm. 

 

 
Map 7: Location of the shanty town “El Gallinero”, Francisco 
Alvarez Street No.2 Source: Cañada Real Diagnostic Report. 
Year 2010. ACCEM and FSG. 

 

In recent years, the Romanian gypsy has become more 

"visible" or perceptible in the daily living environment 

and at the same time has increased their "virtual 

perceptibility" through the image in the media. Media 

image, loaded of negative stereotypes that still persists 

today, and that probably contributed to the 

development of rejection and the rise of racist and/or 

xenophobic attitudes towards this collective (Cea 

D'Ancona and Valles Martínez, 2009; Alvarez Galvez, 

2011). 

In 1999, the UNICEF's complaint and the ombudsman 

for children intervention on the risk situation of minors 

by the unsanitary conditions in which they lived (170 

children in the village of Malmea), caused the 

beginning of greater attention paid by the media and 

the authorities3. Two tragic events marked this period: 

the death of two children, one of them by fire of a tent, 

and the other hit by a truck. 

From this moment, the central government through 

the Government Delegation together with the General 

Directorate of Immigration and the Madrid City 

                                                 
3 http://cultura.elpais.com/tag/malmea/a/1 

Council, launched the social intervention project 

ACUMA (means "now" in Romanian) managed by 

ACCEM and Red Cross. In 2000 the project was 

renamed APOI (means "after" in Romanian) with the 

main objective of responding to a social problem that 

had its biggest detonating effect with the event called 

Malmea (Madrid, summer 1999) where serious 

incidents were produced, motivated by the extreme 

need situation in which were 400 Roma of Romanian 

origin, the neighborhood conflicts and the lack of clear 

response by the government (FSG, 2002). Through the 

Welcome and Support Fund for the Integration of 

Immigrants and the Educational Reinforcement 4 

camps were set up in Madrid (2 in the Cañada de los 

Canteros zone, one in Valdelatas and other in San 

Roque) to cover urgently their accommodation need 

and provide them with support in access to social 

resources, as well as provide a space for children to 

avoid begging with minors promoting their future 

insertion into the labour market and access to housing. 

With the launch of these devices were obtained 

positive results, since about 91 families were 

incorporated into the employment and normalized 

housing (2001-2004 data provided by the NGOs 

ACCEM and Red Cross in their annual reports). These 

families have not been subject of the communication 

media yet and they have not been socially recognized 

as Gypsy as they are breaking the stereotypes, mostly 

negative, existing towards them. This is because 

normal and everyday life has no place in the media, the 

journalist has to "sell" the new and everyday life is not 

sold at information level. Mournfully, speaking about 

Romanian Gypsies who steal copper sells more, than 

speaking about those who live like the locals. 

In 2006, the Gypsy Secretariat Foundation (FSG) and 

the Spanish Catholic Commission for Migration 

(ACCEM) elaborated a diagnosis of the Roma 

population in Eastern Europe. In this work were 

detected several municipalities in the north mountains 

and southeast zones of the Community of Madrid, 

where the families were working, living on rent and in 

some cases had accessed the purchase of homes. 

However, these people did not want to publicly 

identify themselves as Gypsies, for fear of being 
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dismissed from their jobs or be rejected by their social 

environment. 

The entry of Romania and Bulgaria into the European 

Union in 2007 has been an opportunity to regularize 

their legal status but the imposed moratoria in relation 

to the right to work and the economic crisis have 

worsened their socioeconomic situation resulting in a 

highly impoverished degree, indicated by different 

organizations as International Amnesty in their report 

of April 2012 ("Here and Now: Human rights, Roma 

rights") or the FSG ("The impact of the crisis on the 

Roma community", 2013). 

In the media, crime, marginalization and poverty are 

issues that are associated with the Spanish and Eastern 

Europe gypsy community. A clear example is the media 

treatment offered in relation to the Gallinero and the 

Cañada Real settlements. Information in which, 

predominantly, one speaks of the raids by copper theft, 

the abuses by the security forces, the plagues of rats 

and the school absenteeism. A media treatment that 

brings up memories of old stereotypes towards 

Spanish gypsies "are vague", "thieves", "slum", "do not 

like work", "dirty", "nomads", etc. (Tomas Calvo Buezas 

in "Voices payas on Gypsies", 1990). Definitely are 

prejudices that lead to discriminatory behavior that 

prevent access to employment, education, and 

housing as well as to other goods and services. 

Based on this problematic the Community of Madrid 

raises the need to dedicate this study to the media 

treatment on the Romanian Roma community and, 

specifically, to identification of the stereotypes that 

may hamper the social integration of these groups, at 

the same time is intended to give visibility to the 

positive side which is usually ignored by the media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samplesDescription of the chosen samples and  and  and  and 

methodologymethodologymethodologymethodology    
 

In relation to the object of the study, the media 

treatment of the Romanian gypsy collective in Madrid, 

have been analyzed mainly those communication 

media in which this collective has a greater presence: 

press (news and photos) and television. Additionally, 

Internet has also been considered as a new 

communication tool. In recent years, through this 

medium, the news in respect to the collective are being 

reproduced faster with the creation of websites, blogs, 

forums, and chats with a tendency to a speech of 

intolerance and racism. The latest annual data from 

Eurostat 2011, included in a report by the National 

Observatory of Telecommunications and the 

Information Society, indicates that 40% of the Spanish 

people use Internet to read digital newspapers or 

magazines. 

Although the press news are not the main focus of the 

BEAMS project, they have been included as analytical 

material due to the possibility of studying the media 

image of the collective in a broad time period. Indeed, 

historically, the press has been the first media devoted 

to information and which started to set up the 

stereotypical image of this minority. Also it allows us to 

make a comparison between the perception towards 

Spanish and Romanian people in the last 30 years. 

 

20 SELECTED SAMPLES20 SELECTED SAMPLES20 SELECTED SAMPLES20 SELECTED SAMPLES 

The collection of published material in the 

communication media on Romanian Roma in Madrid 

has been made with the collaboration of the 

Documentation Centre of the Gypsy Secretariat 

Foundation (FSG). Since the 60s, in this centre have 

been collected all the news that have appeared in the 

Spanish press about the Roma population and since 

1989 have started to publish the monthly newsletter, 

"The Gypsies and the Press". Through its database, a 

strategic documents sample has been selected based 

on news releases and photographs. The audiovisual 

material for television reports has also been displayed. 

And, additionally, some associations as the Movement 
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against Intolerance and ACCEM (Spanish Catholic 

Commission for Migration) have sent useful input to 

the project. Finally, the collection of these materials has 

been complemented by internet materials. 

The criteria taken into account in the selection have 

been the following: 

A. THE SIZE OF THE MEDIA 

As for the size of the media, all selected samples 

belong to general and massive communication media: 

press, television, websites or blogs. 

For their selection has also been taken into account the 

antiquity and the number of people consuming these 

media.  

B. THE SOURCES OF THE SAMPLES ORIGIN 

Below we provide descriptive information about the 

audience of the sources from which come the selected 

samples: 

 

****PRESSPRESSPRESSPRESS    

    

********DAILY DAILY DAILY DAILY 
READERS READERS READERS READERS     

CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS    

EL PAÍSEL PAÍSEL PAÍSEL PAÍS    1.862.000 

ABCABCABCABC    601.000 

EL EL EL EL 
MUNDOMUNDOMUNDOMUNDO    

1.170.000 

LA LA LA LA 
GACETAGACETAGACETAGACETA    

108.000 

LA RAZÓNLA RAZÓNLA RAZÓNLA RAZÓN    264.000 

General information 
newspapers 

INTERVIÚINTERVIÚINTERVIÚINTERVIÚ    900.000 
each week 

Spanish Current events weekly 
magazine. 

 The Zeta Group publication 
was founded by Antonio 
Asensio Pizarro in 1976. 

ÉPOCAÉPOCAÉPOCAÉPOCA    108.000 It is a Spanish weekly magazine 
of mainly political character, 
now Sunday magazine of the 
newspaper La Gaceta, edited 
by the media group 
Intereconomía Corporation. 
The Deputy Director is Maite 
Alfageme. 

*news and pictures             **General Media Study data 2010 

 
 

TELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISIONTELEVISION    AUDIENCEAUDIENCEAUDIENCEAUDIENCE    TYPE OF PRODUCTIONTYPE OF PRODUCTIONTYPE OF PRODUCTIONTYPE OF PRODUCTION    

TELEMADRID. 
MADRID DIRECTO 
(MADRID LIVE 
PROGRAM) 

17,2% shared 
(2002) 

Current affairs Television 
program that emits 
Telemadrid (Regional 
Television of the 
Community of Madrid). 
Started its emission on 
Monday, 20 September 
1993. 

Since 1993 the program 
has won 63 awards 
granted by all layers of 
the society. 

CANAL CUATRO. 
CALLEJEROS  
PROGRAM 

Reportage 
“La Cañada”  

2.455.000 
spectators 

14,1% share 

Reportage 
“Minors in 
risk” 

647.000 
spectators 

5,8% share 

Callejeros (issued since 
November 11, 2005 
without interruption) is 
a television program in 
the category reportage / 
documentary produced 
by Molinos de Papel and 
broadcasted by the 
Spanish television 
Cuatro. 

ANTENA 3. PUBLIC 
MIRROR PROGRAM 

More than 
500.000 
spectators. 

17,3% share 

 

Program broadcasted by 
the Spanish TV Antena 
3. It was premiered on 
October 17, 1996. 

During this first decade 
on air, the program had 
an average audience 
share of 21%, harvesting 
also various 
recognitions as three 
awards Golden Antenna 
and two Golden TP. 

LA 2. 

PUEBLO DE DIOS 
PROGRAM 

Reportage 
“The invisible 
border” 

30.000 
spectators 

4,1 % share    

One of the most veteran 
programs of TVE (since 
October 1982). It makes 
known the work that 
people and institutions 
of the Catholic Church 
perform inside and 
outside Spain. 
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As positive sample we have chosen the website of website of website of website of 

Movement Against IntoleranceMovement Against IntoleranceMovement Against IntoleranceMovement Against Intolerance. This site was selected 

because many of the materials (articles and studies) are 

to a large extent related to the BEAMS project 

objectives. Through it is being developed campaign 

against Racism and Intolerance. Within its sections 

there is one dedicated to the Roma People. It also 

collects the Raxen Reports which last edition of 2012 is 

dedicated to Europe (Europe in Crisis: Tolerance or 

Barbarism. Racism, xenophobia and intolerance in 

Internet). 

The report's author, Esteban Ibarra, president of the 

association, has been interviewed as an expert for this 

project. 

The website has been visited 697 424 since 11/10/02 

and has been awarded 24 prizes.  

 

 
http://www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com 

 

C. THE TEMPORARY FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE 

The temporary framework of reference has taken into 

account the arrival of Romanian Roma families to Spain 

since the early 90s, and referring also to the 80s to see 

if there have been changes in relation to the 

perceptions on Spanish Gypsy population. For this 

reason has been included a report from the ABC 

newspaper “A 30% of the slum dwellers are Gypsies" 

(1980). 

D. REPRESENTATIVE GROUPS IN THE SELECTED 

SAMPLES 

All documents composing the sample represent the 

Roma population from Romania, but has been 

detected a clear distinction in the content of the 

samples in terms of gender and age groups (see Figure 

1). 

The children, mainly from 0-12 years are paid most 

attention in all media (22%). The dominating images 

are situations of poverty and neglect among garbage 

and slums. The news most associated with them is 

truancy and manipulation suffered from adults in 

criminal activities such as petty thievery in the tourist 

areas of Madrid. Minors, despite being a second 

generation born in Spain, are still described as 

foreigners having the nationality of the parents. While 

with respect to the gender (19%), distinction is made 

by roles, highlighting the role of the woman as 

supporting the family but without decision capacity for 

the authority exercised by the man. The most common 

images of women are dealing with begging. On the 

other hand, has been highlighted their characteristic 

dress of long skirts and headscarf as a representation of 

the patriarchal society. 

 

    
    

E. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL EVENTS THAT HAVE 

INFLUENCED THE APPEARING OF THIS 

COLLECTIVE IN THE MEDIA 

The representation of the Romanian Roma in the media 

has been marked by different socio-political events 

that have occurred in Spain and the European Union 

since their arrival in the early 90s to the present time. 

The modifications produced at legislative level on 

foreigners issue have changed the image from 20 years 

ago of "illegal immigrants" to "EU citizens" with the 

entry in the European Union. 
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From the media, some events have been more 

significant according the approach they have been 

given, as the example of massive expulsions from Italy 

and France in 2007 and 2010. 

Below, we detail the most important events and their 

reflection in the media at different stages. For this 

purpose we have relied on the study of Juan F. Gamella 

(2007) "The ignored immigration: Roma/ Eastern 

European Gypsies in Spain, 1991-2006". 

 

First stage (1991First stage (1991First stage (1991First stage (1991----1994). Outpost of "political refugees"1994). Outpost of "political refugees"1994). Outpost of "political refugees"1994). Outpost of "political refugees"    

OccurredOccurredOccurredOccurred    eventseventseventsevents        
How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the 

media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?    

- Begin to arrive in small 
family groups in a 
clandestine manner. 

- 1992. The Expo of Seville 
and the Barcelona Olympics 
are an attraction for the 
opportunities created of 
business and profits. 

- Romanian Roma women 
begins to be seen begging 
on the streets with minors. 

- 1994. They seek political 
asylum for ethnic 
discrimination in their 
country. They need visa to 
enter Spain. 

---- Appear shortly in the  Appear shortly in the  Appear shortly in the  Appear shortly in the 

news.news.news.news.        

---- Several media highlight  Several media highlight  Several media highlight  Several media highlight 

the existence of mafias the existence of mafias the existence of mafias the existence of mafias 

dedicated to bring them in dedicated to bring them in dedicated to bring them in dedicated to bring them in 

a clandestine manner and a clandestine manner and a clandestine manner and a clandestine manner and 

explode them.explode them.explode them.explode them.    

---- 1992. El 1992. El 1992. El 1992. El País publishes a  País publishes a  País publishes a  País publishes a 

story on a Romanian gypsy story on a Romanian gypsy story on a Romanian gypsy story on a Romanian gypsy 

woman obliged to abort in woman obliged to abort in woman obliged to abort in woman obliged to abort in 

the street and beaten by the street and beaten by the street and beaten by the street and beaten by 

other gypsies for payment other gypsies for payment other gypsies for payment other gypsies for payment 

of a debt.of a debt.of a debt.of a debt.    

---- 1993. El País publishes  1993. El País publishes  1993. El País publishes  1993. El País publishes 

news of a 6 year old girl news of a 6 year old girl news of a 6 year old girl news of a 6 year old girl 

begging alone at night.begging alone at night.begging alone at night.begging alone at night.    

    

Second stage (1994Second stage (1994Second stage (1994Second stage (1994----1998). 1998). 1998). 1998). CollectiveCollectiveCollectiveCollective    settlemensettlemensettlemensettlementstststs    

OccurredOccurredOccurredOccurred    eventseventseventsevents How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the 
media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they 
news?news?news?news? 

- Increasing of Romanian 
Gypsy families and 
settlements in the 
peripheries of cities. 

- Main asylum seekers 
according to data from OAR 
(Office of Refugee Attention) 
from 1994 to 1997. 

- 1997. 30% of the asylum 
applications are from the 
Romanian gypsy 

---- Slums in the municipality  Slums in the municipality  Slums in the municipality  Slums in the municipality 

of Rivasof Rivasof Rivasof Rivas----Vaciamadrid and Vaciamadrid and Vaciamadrid and Vaciamadrid and 

in the village of Malmea.in the village of Malmea.in the village of Malmea.in the village of Malmea.    

---- The settlements are  The settlements are  The settlements are  The settlements are 

characterized by dirt, lack characterized by dirt, lack characterized by dirt, lack characterized by dirt, lack 

of hygiof hygiof hygiof hygiene and poor ene and poor ene and poor ene and poor 

conditions.conditions.conditions.conditions.    

    

---- They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to 

begging and selling the begging and selling the begging and selling the begging and selling the 

newspaper “La Farola”. newspaper “La Farola”. newspaper “La Farola”. newspaper “La Farola”.     

community. 

- More stringent conditions 
are imposed and are 
restricted the concessions of 
asylum and refuge. 

- Starting from 1997 is 
intensified the arrival of 
Romanian Roma persons. 

- 1994. Begins to form the 
Malmea settlement in the 
Fuencarral district, about 100 
Romanian Roma persons are 
installed in tents and vans. 

- 1995. At the ruins of a 
former chicken 
slaughterhouse in the 
municipality of Rivas-
Vaciamadrid settle 30 
families coming from 
Craiova. 

- 1998. After three years they 
were evicted from Rivas-
Vaciamadrid where came to 
live more than 300 people. 

---- Existence of mafias that  Existence of mafias that  Existence of mafias that  Existence of mafias that 

bring them to Spain o bring them to Spain o bring them to Spain o bring them to Spain o 

pursuing child begging.pursuing child begging.pursuing child begging.pursuing child begging.    

---- They seek political asylum  They seek political asylum  They seek political asylum  They seek political asylum 

on arrival.on arrival.on arrival.on arrival.    

    

---- Existence of conflicts  Existence of conflicts  Existence of conflicts  Existence of conflicts 

between neighboursbetween neighboursbetween neighboursbetween neighbours in the  in the  in the  in the 

settlement areas.settlement areas.settlement areas.settlement areas.    

    

---- Polemics because of  Polemics because of  Polemics because of  Polemics because of 

forced evictions by the forced evictions by the forced evictions by the forced evictions by the 

police.police.police.police.    

    

    

---- The illegal settlements  The illegal settlements  The illegal settlements  The illegal settlements 

have evolved from simple have evolved from simple have evolved from simple have evolved from simple 

orchards to industrial orchards to industrial orchards to industrial orchards to industrial 

buildings.buildings.buildings.buildings.    

    

Third stage (1999Third stage (1999Third stage (1999Third stage (1999----2001). Expulsion and problematic2001). Expulsion and problematic2001). Expulsion and problematic2001). Expulsion and problematic    

OccurredOccurredOccurredOccurred    eventseventseventsevents How are reflected How are reflected How are reflected How are reflected in the in the in the in the 
media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they 
news?news?news?news? 

-1999. The forced evictions 
of several settlements 
provoke confrontations 
between local and national 
government. 

- The settlement of Malmea 
increases with more than 
400 people. 

-1999. UNICEF denunciation 
on the situation of poverty, 
neglect and risk of the 
minors. 

-1999. Two tragic events. A 2 
year old boy dies in a fire of a 
tent in Malmea. The brother 
suffers burns. 

 Another child dies crushed 
by the wheels of a truck at a 
petrol station where they 

---- Dismantlement of the  Dismantlement of the  Dismantlement of the  Dismantlement of the 

settlements in the Malmea settlements in the Malmea settlements in the Malmea settlements in the Malmea 

area and surroundings.area and surroundings.area and surroundings.area and surroundings.    

    

---- The Ombudsman for  The Ombudsman for  The Ombudsman for  The Ombudsman for 

Children denChildren denChildren denChildren denunciates that unciates that unciates that unciates that 

four families in Malmea four families in Malmea four families in Malmea four families in Malmea 

have not been relocated.have not been relocated.have not been relocated.have not been relocated.    

    

---- Risky situation of the  Risky situation of the  Risky situation of the  Risky situation of the 

children: death of 2 children: death of 2 children: death of 2 children: death of 2 

children in Malmea by a children in Malmea by a children in Malmea by a children in Malmea by a 

truck accident and a fire.truck accident and a fire.truck accident and a fire.truck accident and a fire.    

    ---- Social and media Alarm.  Social and media Alarm.  Social and media Alarm.  Social and media Alarm. 

Neighbourhood conflicts.Neighbourhood conflicts.Neighbourhood conflicts.Neighbourhood conflicts.    

----  Commissioning of 4   Commissioning of 4   Commissioning of 4   Commissioning of 4 

camps to intervene socamps to intervene socamps to intervene socamps to intervene socially cially cially cially 

with families.with families.with families.with families.    
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have stopped. 

-1999. Starts social 
intervention with the 
families. The government 
launches a program of child 
schooling and are installed 
latrines, showers and 
garbage collection to 
prevent illnesses at the 
insalubrities existing there. 

-1999. The central 
government through the 
Government Delegation 
together with the General 
Direction of Immigration and 
the Municipality of Madrid 
launch social intervention 
projects (ACUMA-APOI) 
managed by the Red Cross 
and ACCEM. They install four 
camps: 2 in the district of 
Villa de Vallecas and 2 in the 
Fuencarral to work with the 
families. 

 

-2000. Strong conflict in the 
neighbourhood of Canillejas. 
A group of neo-Nazi attack 
Romanian Gypsy families. 

-2001. Entry into force of the 
new Law on Foreigners. 

 

 

- 2001. In the APOI camps 
are shared accommodation 
places with non-EU 
immigrant families. Through 
this project is achieved 
reducing of begging with 
children and is increased 
their schooling. 

    

---- Some families are leaving  Some families are leaving  Some families are leaving  Some families are leaving 

to other cities in Levante to other cities in Levante to other cities in Levante to other cities in Levante 

and Catalonia. and Catalonia. and Catalonia. and Catalonia.     

    

    ---- They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to  They are dedicated to 

child begging, to clean car child begging, to clean car child begging, to clean car child begging, to clean car 

crystals at semaphores and crystals at semaphores and crystals at semaphores and crystals at semaphores and 

the sale of the “La Farola” the sale of the “La Farola” the sale of the “La Farola” the sale of the “La Farola” 

newspaper.newspaper.newspaper.newspaper.    

    

---- They are seen as illegal  They are seen as illegal  They are seen as illegal  They are seen as illegal 

immigrants whoimmigrants whoimmigrants whoimmigrants who have  have  have  have 

occupied the city.occupied the city.occupied the city.occupied the city.    

---- There is social concern  There is social concern  There is social concern  There is social concern 

about the situation of the about the situation of the about the situation of the about the situation of the 

children.children.children.children.    

---- The conflict in the  The conflict in the  The conflict in the  The conflict in the 

Canillejas neighbourhood, Canillejas neighbourhood, Canillejas neighbourhood, Canillejas neighbourhood, 

according to some media, according to some media, according to some media, according to some media, 

is not interpreted as young is not interpreted as young is not interpreted as young is not interpreted as young 

neoneoneoneo----Nazi attack. Movement Nazi attack. Movement Nazi attack. Movement Nazi attack. Movement 

against Intolerance against Intolerance against Intolerance against Intolerance 

denounces these acts.denounces these acts.denounces these acts.denounces these acts.    

    

---- According to research by  According to research by  According to research by  According to research by 

Calvo Buezas (2008), Calvo Buezas (2008), Calvo Buezas (2008), Calvo Buezas (2008), 

Moroccans occupy the first Moroccans occupy the first Moroccans occupy the first Moroccans occupy the first 

place of the most rejected place of the most rejected place of the most rejected place of the most rejected 

groups, leaving for first groups, leaving for first groups, leaving for first groups, leaving for first 

time in the history the time in the history the time in the history the time in the history the 

Gypsy in second place.Gypsy in second place.Gypsy in second place.Gypsy in second place.    

---- The news about the  The news about the  The news about the  The news about the 

project APOI camps project APOI camps project APOI camps project APOI camps 

highlight more the highlight more the highlight more the highlight more the 

negative aspects.negative aspects.negative aspects.negative aspects.    

----    The illegal settlements The illegal settlements The illegal settlements The illegal settlements 

have evolved from simple have evolved from simple have evolved from simple have evolved from simple 

orchards to industrial orchards to industrial orchards to industrial orchards to industrial 

buildings.buildings.buildings.buildings.    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Fourth stage: 2002Fourth stage: 2002Fourth stage: 2002Fourth stage: 2002----2006. Overcrowding and territorial2006. Overcrowding and territorial2006. Overcrowding and territorial2006. Overcrowding and territorial    
dispersiondispersiondispersiondispersion    

OccurredOccurredOccurredOccurred    eventseventseventsevents        
How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the 
media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they 
news?news?news?news?    

- January 2002. Deletion of 
the visa requirements for 
foreigners from Romania and 
Bulgaria. 

- 2002. There's a fire in the 
settlement of Salobral village 
and a baby of 4 months dies. 
This settlement is dismantled 
and the people relocated in 
Cañada de los Canteros 
camp.  

- 2002. The first families 
expelled from Cañada de los 
Canteros camp started 
settling in the ruins of an old 
chicken coop (“El Gallinero”). 

-  2004. The annual report of 
the Ombudsman alerts the 
impunity that exists in child 
begging in Madrid exercised 
mainly by Romanian Gypsy 
children 

---- 2002. Fire in the Salobral  2002. Fire in the Salobral  2002. Fire in the Salobral  2002. Fire in the Salobral 
settlement. Death of a settlement. Death of a settlement. Death of a settlement. Death of a 
child. child. child. child.     

---- Dismantling and  Dismantling and  Dismantling and  Dismantling and 
relocation of the families relocation of the families relocation of the families relocation of the families 
in other camps. Several in other camps. Several in other camps. Several in other camps. Several 
reportages are performed reportages are performed reportages are performed reportages are performed     
about what happened in about what happened in about what happened in about what happened in 
wide audience Programs wide audience Programs wide audience Programs wide audience Programs 
as “Madrid Directo” and as “Madrid Directo” and as “Madrid Directo” and as “Madrid Directo” and 
“Espejo Público“Espejo Público“Espejo Público“Espejo Público”.”.”.”.    

---- Child begging and  Child begging and  Child begging and  Child begging and 
school absenteeism.  school absenteeism.  school absenteeism.  school absenteeism.      

---- The image that stands  The image that stands  The image that stands  The image that stands 
out in the media is that out in the media is that out in the media is that out in the media is that 
they do not want to work, they do not want to work, they do not want to work, they do not want to work, 
that are nomadic and do that are nomadic and do that are nomadic and do that are nomadic and do 
not want to integrate.not want to integrate.not want to integrate.not want to integrate.    

---- Some TV reports  Some TV reports  Some TV reports  Some TV reports 
broadcast information on broadcast information on broadcast information on broadcast information on 
the situation of this the situation of this the situation of this the situation of this 
collective in Europe andcollective in Europe andcollective in Europe andcollective in Europe and    
the discrimination they the discrimination they the discrimination they the discrimination they 
face as "Gypsies, European face as "Gypsies, European face as "Gypsies, European face as "Gypsies, European 
stateless" reportage stateless" reportage stateless" reportage stateless" reportage 
emitted in 2005 in the emitted in 2005 in the emitted in 2005 in the emitted in 2005 in the 
program “En Portada”.program “En Portada”.program “En Portada”.program “En Portada”.    

 

Fifth stage: 2007Fifth stage: 2007Fifth stage: 2007Fifth stage: 2007----2009. Expulsions and economic crisis2009. Expulsions and economic crisis2009. Expulsions and economic crisis2009. Expulsions and economic crisis    

    
How are reflecHow are reflecHow are reflecHow are reflected in the ted in the ted in the ted in the 

media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?media? Why are they news?    

2007- Romania and Bulgaria 
enter the European Union. 
In Spain is established a 
moratorium of two years to 
be able to work as 
employees. 

-2007. Increase of the 
number of families settled in 
the area of Gallinero.  

- 2007. Economic crisis, 
difficulty in finding job. The 

---- Appear lot of news in the  Appear lot of news in the  Appear lot of news in the  Appear lot of news in the 
media about the villages in media about the villages in media about the villages in media about the villages in 
the area of Cañada Real the area of Cañada Real the area of Cañada Real the area of Cañada Real 
and the Gallinero.               and the Gallinero.               and the Gallinero.               and the Gallinero.                   

    ---- The media highlights the  The media highlights the  The media highlights the  The media highlights the 
dirtiness, rat plagues and dirtiness, rat plagues and dirtiness, rat plagues and dirtiness, rat plagues and 
unsanitary conditions unsanitary conditions unsanitary conditions unsanitary conditions in in in in 
which they live.                   which they live.                   which they live.                   which they live.                       

---- News about premature  News about premature  News about premature  News about premature 
marriages of minors.         marriages of minors.         marriages of minors.         marriages of minors.             

    ---- They are engaged in  They are engaged in  They are engaged in  They are engaged in 
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families that are in the 
camps of Cañada de los 
Canteros get irregular 
precarious jobs in 
construction or cleaning.  

- 2007. The project APOI is 
reduced to 2 camps in the 
district of Fuencarral 
managed by ACCEM. 

- 2007. The Gypsy 
Secretariat Foundation and 
ACCEM start working with 
Romanian Gypsy families 
living in flats of the Madrid’s 
municipality San Martin de 
la Vega.  

- 2007. Massive expulsions 
of Romanian Roma in Italy. 
Demonstration in Madrid in 
support of the gypsies 
against racism and 
discrimination. 

- 2007. Is launched the EIPE 
(team intervention for 
excluded population), 
health care mobile unit in 
the zones of Cañada Real 
and the Gallinero. 

-2008. The village of 
Barranquillas is dismantled 
and the drug sales are 
moved to the village of 
Cañada Real. 

-2008. The Community of 
Madrid launches the Henry 
Dunnant project for 
schooling of children of the 
village El Gallinero, most of 
them Romanians. 

2009. Finishes the 
moratorium requiring a 
residence permission to 
work as employees of the 
Romanian and Bulgarian 
citizens. 

begging, collecting of begging, collecting of begging, collecting of begging, collecting of 
scrap and copper and scrap and copper and scrap and copper and scrap and copper and 
delinquency.                    delinquency.                    delinquency.                    delinquency.                        

----     The expulsions from Italy  The expulsions from Italy  The expulsions from Italy  The expulsions from Italy 
make visible the racism and make visible the racism and make visible the racism and make visible the racism and 
discrimdiscrimdiscrimdiscrimination there is at ination there is at ination there is at ination there is at 
European level towards the European level towards the European level towards the European level towards the 
gypsies. gypsies. gypsies. gypsies.     

---- Reportages are emitted to  Reportages are emitted to  Reportages are emitted to  Reportages are emitted to 
highlight positive aspects highlight positive aspects highlight positive aspects highlight positive aspects 
of the Roma as "Time of of the Roma as "Time of of the Roma as "Time of of the Roma as "Time of 
Gypsies" issued in the Gypsies" issued in the Gypsies" issued in the Gypsies" issued in the 
Program Comando Program Comando Program Comando Program Comando 
Actulidad of the Spanish Actulidad of the Spanish Actulidad of the Spanish Actulidad of the Spanish 
Television in 2008 and "The Television in 2008 and "The Television in 2008 and "The Television in 2008 and "The 
Journey of the Gypsies" Journey of the Gypsies" Journey of the Gypsies" Journey of the Gypsies" 
issuissuissuissued in the Program 30 ed in the Program 30 ed in the Program 30 ed in the Program 30 
minutes at Telemadrid in minutes at Telemadrid in minutes at Telemadrid in minutes at Telemadrid in 
2008.2008.2008.2008.    

---- The village of Cañada Real  The village of Cañada Real  The village of Cañada Real  The village of Cañada Real 
begins to be news. begins to be news. begins to be news. begins to be news. 
Reportages are emitted as Reportages are emitted as Reportages are emitted as Reportages are emitted as 
Callejeros, where the main Callejeros, where the main Callejeros, where the main Callejeros, where the main 
image is that this is the image is that this is the image is that this is the image is that this is the 
biggest selling point of biggest selling point of biggest selling point of biggest selling point of 
drugs in Spain and even in drugs in Spain and even in drugs in Spain and even in drugs in Spain and even in 
Europe.Europe.Europe.Europe.    

---- Concern about t Concern about t Concern about t Concern about the high he high he high he high 
absenteeism presenting absenteeism presenting absenteeism presenting absenteeism presenting 
the Romanian Roma the Romanian Roma the Romanian Roma the Romanian Roma 
children. The Community children. The Community children. The Community children. The Community 
of Madrid launches the of Madrid launches the of Madrid launches the of Madrid launches the 
Henry Dunnant Centre Henry Dunnant Centre Henry Dunnant Centre Henry Dunnant Centre 
project, which aims to project, which aims to project, which aims to project, which aims to 
ensure the schooling and ensure the schooling and ensure the schooling and ensure the schooling and 
school attendance of all school attendance of all school attendance of all school attendance of all 
children.  children.  children.  children.      

---- The precarious conditions  The precarious conditions  The precarious conditions  The precarious conditions 
in which they live are alsin which they live are alsin which they live are alsin which they live are also o o o 
denounced. The reportage denounced. The reportage denounced. The reportage denounced. The reportage 
"Camino del Vertedero" "Camino del Vertedero" "Camino del Vertedero" "Camino del Vertedero" 
reports that since 2002, 10 reports that since 2002, 10 reports that since 2002, 10 reports that since 2002, 10 
children have been run children have been run children have been run children have been run 
over in the zone of Cañada over in the zone of Cañada over in the zone of Cañada over in the zone of Cañada 
Real, of which 4 have died Real, of which 4 have died Real, of which 4 have died Real, of which 4 have died 
and 10 have serious and 10 have serious and 10 have serious and 10 have serious 
consequences.consequences.consequences.consequences. 

 

 

Sixth stage: 2010Sixth stage: 2010Sixth stage: 2010Sixth stage: 2010----2013. Massive expulsions in France2013. Massive expulsions in France2013. Massive expulsions in France2013. Massive expulsions in France    

OccurredOccurredOccurredOccurred    eeeeventsventsventsvents How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the How are reflected in the 
media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they media? Why are they 
news?news?news?news? 

- 2010. Massive expulsions of 
Romanian Gypsies in France. 

- 2010. Demonstrations in 
Madrid against the 
expulsions of Romanian 
Gypsies in France.  

- 2010. Following the 
expulsions in France occur 
raids for copper theft in the 
village of El Gallinero. 

- 2011. Is restarted the legal 
moratorium that prevents 
citizens from Romania and 
Bulgaria to work as 
employees in Spain until 31 
December 2012. 

- 2011. The procedures to 
apply for Registration 
Certificate of Citizens of the 
European Union are made 
more difficult, restricting the 
access to social benefits and 
health care card. 

- 2011. Takedowns in Cañada 
Real and Gallinero. 

2011- Approval of the law 
that regulates the situation 
of Cañada Real. 

- 2012. The legal moratorium 
that prevents citizens from 
Romania and Bulgaria to 
work as employees in Spain 
is expanded until 31 
December 2013. 

- 2013. The Community of 
Madrid proposes an urban 
design for the Cañada Real 
zone with green areas, 
public spaces and houses 
not exceeding two heights. 

 

    ---- Expulsions from France. Expulsions from France. Expulsions from France. Expulsions from France.    
---- It’s made visible the  It’s made visible the  It’s made visible the  It’s made visible the 
poverty situation in which poverty situation in which poverty situation in which poverty situation in which 
the Romanian Gypsies are the Romanian Gypsies are the Romanian Gypsies are the Romanian Gypsies are 
living in many European living in many European living in many European living in many European 
countries and mainly in countries and mainly in countries and mainly in countries and mainly in 
their country of origin.         their country of origin.         their country of origin.         their country of origin.             
---- Is spoken about possible  Is spoken about possible  Is spoken about possible  Is spoken about possible 
"avalanche" in "avalanche" in "avalanche" in "avalanche" in Spain after Spain after Spain after Spain after 
the expulsions from the expulsions from the expulsions from the expulsions from 
France.       France.       France.       France.           
    ---- Come to light criminal  Come to light criminal  Come to light criminal  Come to light criminal 
acts in several countries acts in several countries acts in several countries acts in several countries 
against Roma population.against Roma population.against Roma population.against Roma population.    
    ---- Increase the TV programs  Increase the TV programs  Increase the TV programs  Increase the TV programs 
that talk about the that talk about the that talk about the that talk about the 
situation of the Roma situation of the Roma situation of the Roma situation of the Roma 
population throughout the population throughout the population throughout the population throughout the 
history.               history.               history.               history.                   
---- Political  Political  Political  Political campaigns campaigns campaigns campaigns 
against the Gypsies in against the Gypsies in against the Gypsies in against the Gypsies in 
Spain. The mayor of Spain. The mayor of Spain. The mayor of Spain. The mayor of 
Badalona disseminates Badalona disseminates Badalona disseminates Badalona disseminates 
leaflets with images of this leaflets with images of this leaflets with images of this leaflets with images of this 
collective and criminal act. collective and criminal act. collective and criminal act. collective and criminal act. 
This together with the This together with the This together with the This together with the 
expulsion from France expulsion from France expulsion from France expulsion from France 
encourages the encourages the encourages the encourages the 
appearance of reportages appearance of reportages appearance of reportages appearance of reportages 
talking about the subject. talking about the subject. talking about the subject. talking about the subject. 
The "SalvadThe "SalvadThe "SalvadThe "Salvados" program at os" program at os" program at os" program at 
the Sexta TV emits two the Sexta TV emits two the Sexta TV emits two the Sexta TV emits two 
programs one on the programs one on the programs one on the programs one on the 
situation in Romania and situation in Romania and situation in Romania and situation in Romania and 
another on their situation another on their situation another on their situation another on their situation 
in Spain. in Spain. in Spain. in Spain.     
    ---- The populated place of  The populated place of  The populated place of  The populated place of 
Gallinero is news for Gallinero is news for Gallinero is news for Gallinero is news for 
copper theft, the shooting copper theft, the shooting copper theft, the shooting copper theft, the shooting 
down of shanties and the down of shanties and the down of shanties and the down of shanties and the 
problem of school problem of school problem of school problem of school 
absenteeism of thabsenteeism of thabsenteeism of thabsenteeism of the e e e 
children.children.children.children.    
---- The economic crisis  The economic crisis  The economic crisis  The economic crisis 
influences the speech that influences the speech that influences the speech that influences the speech that 
appears in the media that appears in the media that appears in the media that appears in the media that 
these people engaged in these people engaged in these people engaged in these people engaged in 
crime and begging are crime and begging are crime and begging are crime and begging are 
helped more than the rest helped more than the rest helped more than the rest helped more than the rest 
of the population.of the population.of the population.of the population.    
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F. COMMON OR SPECIFIC REPRESENTATIONS 

THROUGH A NUMBER OF INDICATORS: 

During the selection phase and documents sample 

analysis has been detected a higher prevalence of 

negative type indicators that represent the collective, 

mainly being spoken of them when a tragic event 

occurred related to crime and marginalization. 

Below are the positive, negative and neutral images 

and stereotypes, along with the frequency in which 

they appeared in the selected samples. 

 

STEREOTYPESTEREOTYPESTEREOTYPESTEREOTYPE    ####        %%%%    FREQUENCYFREQUENCYFREQUENCYFREQUENCY    

NEGATIVENEGATIVENEGATIVENEGATIVE    

They live in 
settlements, camps, 
shanties 

14 77,77% HIGH 

They are very dirty. 
Where they go, leave 
dirt and rubbish 

13 72,22% HIGH 

They live in situation of 
misery and poverty 

11 61,11% HIGH 

They are engaged in 
begging 

10 55,55% HIGH 

Absenteeism and bad 
conditions of the 
children 

13 72,22% HIGH 

Commit criminal acts 8 44,44% MEDIUM 

They are dedicated to 
the collection of scrap 

5 27,77% LOW 

They are rejected by 
the neighbours 

4 22,22% LOW 

They are male 
chauvinists 

4 22,22% LOW 

They are aggressive 2 11,11% LOW 

POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE     

They are very cheerful 1 5,55% LOW 

They are very sociable 
and interact with other 
collectives 

3 16,66% LOW 

They are full of musical 
rhythm 

1 5,55% LOW 

NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NEUTRAL     

They are nomads 12 66,66% HIGH 

 

This last neutral stereotype can have different uses. It 

can attribute positively to the characteristic that they 

have a great capacity for adaptation and learning in 

different contexts where are being located. But in the 

media when is spoken about nomads it is represented 

as a custom that has the Gypsy group, giving it a more 

negative approach by showing that "can not or do not 

want to integrate because they travel from one place 

to another" or that this roaming is part of a strategy to 

get more aid. However, the massive deportations that 

have taken place in countries like Italy and France, as 

well as the forced evictions of settlements in the region 

of Madrid have publicly shown that the nomads 

associated with this group represents a strategy for 

survival. On the physical image, the most outstanding 

representation is the female’s dress of long skirt, the 

gold teeth and jewellery. The comments that 

accompany these images insinuate that are living in 

poverty but then flaunt these high valued objects. 

G. THE IMPACT AREAS 

The set of documents sample has been selected 

according to the following areas of impact that mark 

the BEAMS project's objectives. 

� Social Area 

� Diverted or criminal behaviours 

� Employment and Self-Employment Area 

� Culture and sport 

In all of them in a transversal way there are references 

to the collective perception by other minorities, by the 

majority society and the self-perception of the same 

collective. To see the change produced along the time 

were selected samples from each area with considered 

interval of about ten years to see the evolution from 

the arrival of the collective in the region of Madrid to 

the present moment.  We have tried to choose samples 

of the Romanian gypsy group in the Community of 

Madrid and has been prioritized a part of this collective 

living in the villages of Gallinero and Cañada Real in 

order to detect any differences in the treatment of the 

media according to the context where they live. 

Here we present the selected samples for the BEAMS 

project by impact areas, the year of publication and the 

author.
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TOPIC/ AREATOPIC/ AREATOPIC/ AREATOPIC/ AREA    YEARYEARYEARYEAR    AUTHOR AND SOURCEAUTHOR AND SOURCEAUTHOR AND SOURCEAUTHOR AND SOURCE    SAMPLESAMPLESAMPLESAMPLE    

1980 
Press (ABC)  
not appear 

" Some 30% of the slum dwellers are gypsies " 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemer
oteca/madrid/abc/1980/05/02/046.html 

1999 
Press photography (ABC)                              
Javier Prieto 

"A belt of 1500 shanties surrounds of misery the 
Madrid region " 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemer
oteca/madrid/abc/1999/04/06/061.html 

2002 
Reportage (TV Telemadrid)                  
Tábata Peregrín MADRID LIVE - Rehousing of Salobral 

2002 
Website                      Esteban 
Ibarra www.movimientocontralaintolerancia.com 

2003 
Press (El Mundo)            Juan 
C. de la Cal 

“Florin, 14 years old and father in April" 
http://www.elmundo.es/cronica/2003/426/107148
7027.html 

2009 

Reportage (TV Cuatro)                       
Production: Paper Mills                  
Director: Carolina Cubillo 
Assistant director: Nacho 
Medina 

CALLEJEROS 
http://www.mitele.es/programas-
tv/callejeros/temporada-2/programa-66/ 

2010 

Press photography 
(Interviu)                     
Guillermo Navarro 

" Musicians, beggars or thieves” 
http://www.interviu.es/reportajes/articulos/gitano
s-musicos-mendigos-o-ladrones 
 

2010 

Reportage (TV ANTENA 3)                 
Presenter: Susana Grisso                                    
Attend the studio: Juan José 
Cortés, Daniela Radu and 
Mariano González 

ESPEJO PÚBLICO DEBATE "WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
HAVE THE ROMANIAN GYPSIES AS NEIGHBOURS?" 

2012 Press photography (La 
Gaceta) 

El Gallinero: rodents extermination and education 
http://lector.kioskoymas.com/epaper/viewer.aspx 
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2013 Reportage Callejeros (TV 
Cuatro)                              
Carlos Cachafeiro 

"Minors in risk" 
http://www.cuatro.com/callejeros/Archivotempor
ada-08/t08xp27-menores-en-riesgo/Callejeros-
Menores-riesgo-carta_2_1601805098.html 
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1996 
Press (ABC) 

Juan Ignacio Torres 

" A group of nomads with their vehicles is installed behind 
the inclined towers " 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/m
adrid/abc/1996/02/17/069.html 

2000 
Press (El País)            Luis 
Fernando Durán 

" We are not lazy " 
http://elpais.com/diario/2000/05/16/madrid/958476261_8
50215.html 

2010 
Press (El País)           Jaled 
Abdelrahim       

How are the Romanian Gypsies living in Madrid? 
The 'Roma' community lives isolated and marginalized 
between the locals 
http://elpais.com/diario/2010/09/09/madrid/1284031454_
850215.html EM
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2011 

Reportage (Spanish TV 2)                       
Director and Screenplay: 
Julián del Olmo 

PUEBLO DE DIOS PROGRAM "THE INVISIBLE BORDER" 
http://www.rtve.es/television/20110704/frontera-
invisible/445438.shtml 
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2002 
Press (ABC)             Antonio 
Rojas 

"They are natural and funny,  able to  light the  public blood 
for hour and a half " 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/m
adrid/abc/2002/03/08/103.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

        

2000 
Press (ABC) 
MªJosé Olmo 

"The police will monitor the area in which  live the 
Romanians threatened by their neighbours " 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/
madrid/abc/2000/03/11/100.html 

2003 
Press photography (ABC)                            
Ernesto Agudo 

"Wrong  understood Charity" 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/
madrid/abc/2003/12/26/036.html 

2010 
Press (ABC)               Carlos 
Hidalgo 

Madrid also plays between rats and manure 
http://hemeroteca.abc.es/nav/Navigate.exe/hemeroteca/
madrid/abc/2010/11/15/051.html D
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2013 
Press (La Gaceta)           
Intereconomy 

More than 35 arrested Romanian Gypsies in Madrid … 
http://www.intereconomia.com/noticias-
gaceta/sociedad/ascienden-treintena-los-detenidos-
madrid-operacion-contra-robo-cable-cobre 
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Main findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviewsMain findings from the interviews    
 

In this part of the project have been made nine seminine seminine seminine semi----

structured interviewsstructured interviewsstructured interviewsstructured interviews, on one hand two interviews 

with experts on the subject of stereotypes, prejudices 

and intervention with Romanian Roma population, on 

other hand, seven interviews with media professionals 

that are both producers / creators of the samples 

selected for this project. In the media information 

producers item were interviewed professionals in the 

field of television, print and photographic press and 

internet. The contact with the selected professionals 

and experts was done by the General Directorate of 

Immigration, the Association of Communicators for 

Integration and Communication and the Gypsy 

Secretariat Foundation (FSG). 

 

EXPERTS EXPERTS EXPERTS EXPERTS     

    

Tomás Calvo BuezasTomás Calvo BuezasTomás Calvo BuezasTomás Calvo Buezas    

77 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Sociologist, anthropologist and Spanish university 
professor, Emeritus Professor of Social Anthropology at 
the Faculty of Political Science and Sociology at the 
Complutense University of Madrid. Spain's 
representative at the European Commission in 
Combating Racism, at the Council of Europe and 
Founding President of the Centre for Studies on 
Migration and Racism (CEMIRA) at the Complutense 
University of Madrid. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

His brilliant research and scientific curriculum and his 
tireless denunciation of the xenophobia have led to the 
granting of numerous awards, among them the 
National Award for Research on Social Welfare (1988), 
the Award for "Tolerance" of the Association of Human 
Rights (2010) and the Medal of Culture of Puerto Rico 
(1997). In 2013 has received the homage of the Roma 
community of Extremadura together with the 
recognition of the Regional Parliament, for his work in 
the fight against racism and his commitment to the 
Roma culture. 

Also relevant is his activity in the role of a writer, being 
the author of nineteen books and having participated 
in more than two hundred articles and contributions in 
multiple collective monographs. 

 

Jose Manuel FresnoJose Manuel FresnoJose Manuel FresnoJose Manuel Fresno    

52 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Graduate in Political Sciences and Sociology from the 
Complutense University of Madrid. 

 Currently provides technical assistance to the Spanish 
Government for the EU Presidency in the social dossier. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

He was Managing Director of the Fundación Luis Vives 
(2005-2009) and General Director of the FSG (1998-
2005). 

He has held and holds relevant institutional positions 
both in Spain and at international level, including 
Chairman of the Board for the Promotion of Equal 
Treatment and Non-Discrimination of People for their 
racial or ethnic origin (2009), Member of the High-level 
Group on social and labour integration of ethnic 
minorities in Europe (2006-2007), Member of Spain in 
ECRI (European Commission for Racial Equality) (2003-
2007), Member of the Steering Committee of the 
European Social Fund (2000-2002). 

 

 

PRODUCERS/ CREATORSPRODUCERS/ CREATORSPRODUCERS/ CREATORSPRODUCERS/ CREATORS    

 

Julián Julián Julián Julián del Olmodel Olmodel Olmodel Olmo    

72 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Director of the program “Pueblo de Dios” 

Priest and journalist. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Reportage “The Invisible Border” emitted in the 
program “Pueblo de Dios”in 2011. 
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Esteban IbarraEsteban IbarraEsteban IbarraEsteban Ibarra    

CURRENT PROFESSION 

President of the Movement against Intolerance, the 
Office of Victim Solidarity and author of the RAXEN 
Reports. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Blog Movement against Intolerance created in 2010. 

 

Juan Carlos de la CalJuan Carlos de la CalJuan Carlos de la CalJuan Carlos de la Cal    

47 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Journalist. He currently manages the NGO 
GEAPHOTOWORDS. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Was writing for years in El Mundo. Wrote the selected 
article "Florin, 14 years old and father in April" in the 
newspaper El Mundo in 2003. 

 

Tábata PeregrínTábata PeregrínTábata PeregrínTábata Peregrín    

40 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Journalist. Freelance 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Reporter for years of the program Madrid Live. Carried 
out the reportage of the relocation of the Romanian 
Roma families from Salobral to the camps in 2002 

 

Guillermo NavarroGuillermo NavarroGuillermo NavarroGuillermo Navarro    

39 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Photographer Freelance 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Collaborates in the journal INTERVIÚ. He made the 
photos and the picture captions of the article 
"Musicians, beggars or thieves" published in 2010. 

 

Carlos HidalgoCarlos HidalgoCarlos HidalgoCarlos Hidalgo    

33 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Journalist. Editor of the daily newspaper ABC 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Writes for many years in the newspaper ABC in 
SUCESOS section. Wrote the selected news "Madrid 
also plays between rats and manure" of 2010. 

 

Carlos CachafeiroCarlos CachafeiroCarlos CachafeiroCarlos Cachafeiro    

30 years 

CURRENT PROFESSION 

Reporter of Callejeros 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER 

Reporter of the reportage “Minors in risk” emitted in 
the program Callejeros this year 2013. 

 

The semi-structured interviews have been composed 

by a dash of 20 questions, to be modified depending 

on whether the interviewee was an expert of a media 

or social area. 

 Here we present the information obtained. 

 

1. PROFESSIONAL CAREER AND VISION ALONG THE 

TIME 

 

The interviews have started with the following 
question:  

- Can you tell us in a short about your professional 
career in terms of studies / reports made with 
Romanian Roma population? How were your early 
career years in relation to this collective?  

The two interviewed experts (Tomas Calvo and Jose 
Manuel Fresno) have experience and relationship with 
the Roma population for more than 30 years, which is 
the time frame we are discussing in the project.  

Tomás CalvoTomás CalvoTomás CalvoTomás Calvo began as advisor of the Ministry of 
Culture in the General Directorate of Community 
Development. He was in the first national meeting with 
the few Roma associations existing at that time to 
study the full inclusion of the Roma for the approval of 
the Spanish Constitution of 1978, which states in its 
Article 14 that all Spanish are equal under the law and 
prohibits any discrimination by reason of race. As he 
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comments: "This fact was very important in the history 
of the struggle against xenophobia of the gypsies in 
Spain". Also he has been a representative of Spain in 
the European Commission in the fight against Racism, 
in the Council of Europe (1996-2002). He has written 
numerous books on immigration and racism as "Racist 
Spain?" (1991), "Growing racism and also solidarity: the 
values of the young people in the XXI Century" (1995), 
"Immigration and racism, so feel the young people of 
XXI century "(2000), or "Immigration and University. 
Racist prejudices and values of solidarity" (2001). 

José Manuel FresnoJosé Manuel FresnoJosé Manuel FresnoJosé Manuel Fresno began its relationship with the 
gypsies voluntarily in 1983. He comments: "In the 90s 
we intervened with some groups of foreign Gypsies. 
They were Hungarians at the Hortaleza area. The 
contact with Romanian Gypsy families began when the 
communist policies changed and they came as asylum 
seekers and on Valenzuela 12 street of Madrid the 
people were already protesting because of the arrival 
of many Roma families." Currently he provides 
technical assistance to the Spanish Government for the 
EU Presidency in the social dossier.  

There is greater diversity in terms of seniority in the 
career path in the group of experts in the media, 
according to the age of the interviewees. There have 
been different circumstances: 

� Two of them have a better understanding of the 

past, from the early years when began to arrive 

Romanian Gypsy families to Madrid (1990-2000). 

But at the present moment are engaged in other 

kind of jobs (Juan Carlos de la Cal and Tábata 

Peregrín). 

� Four of the respondents have more than 20 years 

of experience in the field and today continue 

working on the issue, as is the case of Esteban 

Ibarra, Julián del Olmo, Carlos Hidalgo and 

Guillermo Navarro. 

� Carlos Cachafeiro is the youngest of the 

interviewees and has a more recent experience on 

the studied phenomenon (five years). However, 

this informant has extensive knowledge on the 

current situation of the gypsy community.  

 

2. FORM IN WHICH THE PRODUCERS BUILD THE 

STEREOTYPICAL IMAGE OF THE ROMANIAN GYPSY 

PEOPLE 

 

In this area have been analyzed the answers to the 

following questions: 

� Which is the image projected in the media / social 

networks of this group? 

� Which do you think are the main stereotypes that 

the general public has about the Romanian gypsy 

population? 

� Which of the stereotypes we have spoken about 

you believe are part of the personality or the 

character of this group? 

� How are being created these stereotypes? Why 

and how these stereotypes change or sustain over 

the time? 

 

 

2.12.12.12.1 Image projected in the mediaImage projected in the mediaImage projected in the mediaImage projected in the media    

Most agree that the image of this group is negative not 

only in Spain but also in the rest of Europe and that 

image often appears associated with activities as 

begging and crime.  

“The image is grim. They are news only 
when something serious happens or 
when is demolished the village where 
they are settled or when die 2 
electrocuted stealing copper”. Guillermo 
Navarro. 

“Could be make history. At first no one 
knew where they came from. Suddenly on 
the streets you see women begging with 
children, cities filling with camps ... 
Begging, traffic lights, clothing that they 
have ... When you see the children on the 
street you know that something is 
happening”. Juan Carlos de la Cal. 

Within the media, the Internet plays an important role 

today. In words of Esteban Ibarra:  
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“Actually, there has been a significant 
change in the last 20 years for the birth of 
the Internet. Internet now expands for 
good and bad and we have no ability to 
react. These groups can not defend 
themselves because they do not enter 
Internet. The Romanian Gypsies are 
portrayed as invaders, criminals, parasites 
... There are organized racist groups that 
make them grow”. Esteban Ibarra. 

Moreover, despite is spoken of the negative image that 

the media offer, some of the interviewees do not agree 

that the media can create a negative image of this 

group since the creation of that image depends on 

other factors. The media only informs and transmits the 

reality. 

“The stereotypes we issue? I do not think 
we issue stereotypes, we reflect the 
reality”. Tábata Peregrín. 

“The spectator decides the stereotypes 
that seems are the usual. That is decided 
by the spectator, not by me. […] The 
program intends to tell a reality that is not 
known. […]”. Carlos Cachafeiro. 

 

Tomás Calvo also noted that the first thing to ask you 

is: 

 “Which is the image that the Spanish 
society has on the Gypsies? One is the 
image of the society and another that 
show the media. In the Spanish popular 
culture there are many sayings and 
negative statements about the Roma. The 
Spanish Gypsies are different from those 
in other countries. In Europe was 
highlighted the romanticism. Just like has 
been negative stereotypes has also been 
very positive. There is a before and after 
the Spanish Constitution [...] The media in 
Spain in general are careful to be 
xenophobic. They are more considered to 
the minorities, specifically to Portuguese 
Gypsies, Bulgarians, than in Italy or 
France.” Tomas Calvo. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. Main stereotypes about the Romanian Roma  Main stereotypes about the Romanian Roma  Main stereotypes about the Romanian Roma  Main stereotypes about the Romanian Roma 
population.population.population.population.    

  This question is asked in order to see if the image 

projected by media matches with the general 

population’s one. In general is maintained the same 

line of negative type. Tomás Calvo, referring to the 

Spanish gypsies, comments: 

“They are vague, steal, can not integrate, 
use the knife ... There is a negative 
stereotype that has crushed he Roma 
people. The participation of the gypsies in 
drug trafficking [...] What is busting the 
gadges and makes grow the negative 
image is to see a Mercedes next to shanty 
and the drug sales”. Tomás Calvo. 

On other hand is commented that is a group taking 

advantage of the social benefits: 

“The general public believes that it is a 
collective that takes advantage of social 
benefits from its situation of exclusion. I 
do not share this. We start from an 
ignorance of the reality”. Carlos 
Cachafeiro. 

Only one of the interviewees has referred to positive 

type ideas. In particular, Tomas Calvo referred to the 

activity of going to the cult of the Spanish gypsies and 

the existence of professionals and artists gypsies, 

outstanding in other sectors, images that are not as 

widespread nor incorporated in the popular culture.  

 

2.3. Which of these stereotypes is part of the 2.3. Which of these stereotypes is part of the 2.3. Which of these stereotypes is part of the 2.3. Which of these stereotypes is part of the 
personality or character of this group?personality or character of this group?personality or character of this group?personality or character of this group?    

 

In relation to this question there are two different 

positions. The first states that the stereotypes can not 

be part of the character or personality of a group and in 

the case of Romanian Gypsies there is also a duality for 

having Romanian nationality and at the same time 

belonging to the gypsy ethnic group. 

“The Romanian Gypsies have four 
characteristics: first they are poor and 
being poor is not a stereotype but a 
reality, the poor is at risk of exclusion and 
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of being marginalized; second - are 
gypsies and that in our society already 
marks a group of marginalization and 
exclusion; third -  are foreigners and fourth 
- have different customs. These four 
characteristics confirm a group at 
exclusion and vulnerability”. Julián del 
Olmo. 

The second position itself considers that some 

stereotypes are part of the personality or character of 

the group as: 

“The nomadic nature, they do not settle in 
any normal way, if I may use the word 
normal as we understand it and 
everything comes from there. At the 
moment you go to a settlement in the 
midst of misery and at backs to the society 
instead of looking for a normal house, is 
obvious that this does not help. Does not 
help either to not look for a job, well, 
talking about the labour field with the 
unemployment we suffer now…. Anyway, 
to not look for a regular job or for normal 
life ... They don’t meet the minimum 
requirement of children education, this is 
evident”. Carlos Hidalgo 

    

2.4. Creation of stereotypes. Factors influencing 2.4. Creation of stereotypes. Factors influencing 2.4. Creation of stereotypes. Factors influencing 2.4. Creation of stereotypes. Factors influencing 
their maintenance or change along the timetheir maintenance or change along the timetheir maintenance or change along the timetheir maintenance or change along the time    

 

According to the informants, many of the stereotypes 

arise from the reality, from the visibility of this group in 

the daily life and especially in the media. This is the 

mechanism most indicated by all. They are being seen 

in the streets, at traffic lights as is the case of the 

people engaged in begging. This causes creation of an 

image by the people and generalization of the whole 

group. 

“The sum of the media that abuses a lot of 
stereotypes and the direct contact when 
you're stopped at a traffic light and is 
approaching aggressively a Romanian 
gypsy to clean your car window or when 

you see them begging. Quickly the 
stereotype of a beggar or thief is given to 
them”. Guillermo Navarro 

However, it also refers to the action of the families or 

the schools as socializing agents and stereotypes 

generators: 

“The stereotypes are created in the family 
and in the schools”. Tomás Calvo. 

Another factor influencing the creation of stereotypes 

is the direct contact and the experiences of negative 

type with any Romanian gypsy as is the case of one of 

the interviewees (Juan Carlos de la Cal), who 

commented that he had helped a Romanian gypsy 

woman and she went on begging despite the 

opportunities, offered to her. Or other interviewee 

(Carlos Hidalgo) who commented that he had been 

stolen at home once by Romanian Gypsy woman. 

“Any ethnic group that is excluded from 
the rest of society is predisposed to suffer 
discrimination”. Carlos Hidalgo. 

Regarding the change of stereotypes along the time, it 

is recognized that there has been a positive change in 

the case of the Spanish gypsies. The increased 

presence in schools, neighbourhoods and the 

promotion of the woman has led to the improvement 

of their image.  

“I think the stereotypes disappear in 2 
ways: First, when the gypsy is integrated. I 
think there has been a very important 
work of integration in schools (before 
Roma children were not going to school), 
at work, in the university, are already "like 
us." This had been overcome in part. Then 
when you know them, when you are in 
contact with the gypsy, you see that they 
have their good and bad sides as 
everybody do. So I think that the Spanish 
population has operated with stereotypes 
on our Gypsies and with great ignorance. 
Nobody knew them, even were afraid of 
them. They are those who steal, those 
who [...] And now I think those 
stereotypes were transferred to Romanian 
gipsy”.  Julián del Olmo. 
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However concerning Romanian Gypsies all agree that 

stereotypes are maintained along the time. And in 

keeping these stereotypes over time plays an 

important role the media that contribute to the 

formation of the collective thinking. 

“We are in the information age. The media 
contributes to that reality. There is 
misinformation, there is no independence 
of thought”. Juan Carlos de la Cal.  

Furthermore, the information transmitted on the 

collective in general terms is usually negative. 

“A specific case of integration will be a 
concrete case but it is not something that 
will be daily in the communication 
media”. Carlos Hidalgo. 

Depending on the type of new and the impact it has on 

the public opinion, the image of a group or person will 

change or not along the time. The problem is in the 

succession of negative news spread, making that once 

cleared the image on them, when appear other 

negative news, the previous image begins to recover.  

“The image is cleared fast, very fast, 
because six months later another appears. 
So, one believes it's the same new when it 
is not. Because the context is not poverty, 
exclusion, the context is gypsy. That 
unifies everything. They are forgotten 
quickly. Information from a week ago is 
past information, that's why the problem 
of the Roma issue is a loop; it seems the 
same news”. Guillermo Navarro. 

On the other hand, is not only attributed to the media 

that the stereotypes remain along the time, but also to 

the Romanian gypsy group. 

“The first responsible for the Roma people 
to be more socially accepted is the proper 
Roma group. As much as do the entities, 
the NGOs, are the Gypsy people that 
talking about them is like talking about 
the Spanish people because they are 
plenty and there is so large and so 
heterogeneous variety that it is 
impossible”. Guillermo Navarro. 

Most experts agree that the best mechanism for 

promoting change both in the collective and the 

stereotypes created towards it is the incorporation of 

the children into the educational system. Living 

together in classrooms and training will give them the 

opportunity to break the cycle of marginalization and 

poverty. 

 

2.5. Description of the Romanian Roma people that 2.5. Description of the Romanian Roma people that 2.5. Description of the Romanian Roma people that 2.5. Description of the Romanian Roma people that 
appear in the reportage.appear in the reportage.appear in the reportage.appear in the reportage.    

 

All interviewees highlight features and positive 

experiences lived with this group, features that, 

however, in the previous questions about the image 

that is projected in the media and that one the society 

/ audience in general has, have not been mentioned.  

“They are people happy. The children 
despite the misery that surrounds them in 
the village of the Gallinero where they 
were recorded are playing and are happy”. 
Carlos Hidalgo. 

 

“Humanly speaking they are very 
endearing. They have taught us many 
things. The families had a lot of joy, were 
quite human, normalized. A lot of 
solidarity among them, very grateful, very 
hospitable, of respect to white ... The 
receptivity was very good”. Juan Carlos de 
la Cal. 

 

“They have great capacity to adapt and 
survive. Since they have come from a 
situation of poverty in their country and 
coming here find themselves in the same 
situation”. Julián del Olmo 
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3. HOW TO COPE WITH THE LIMITATIONS AND THE 

NEED TO MAINTAIN THE CONSUMER INTEREST.  

 

In this area have been analyzed answers to the 

following questions: 

 

� What type of audience is targeted by the report or 
news broadcast? 

� Does a new or reportage influence the audience it 
is targeted at the time of its selection and 
performance? 

� How does the idea of making the mentioned 
reportage emerge and how was the process of 
decision-making among all actors involved in the 
same? 

� Is there some kind of filter or censorship that 
affects the freedom of the communication 
professional? 

 

3.1. Type of audience targeted by the reportage or 3.1. Type of audience targeted by the reportage or 3.1. Type of audience targeted by the reportage or 3.1. Type of audience targeted by the reportage or 
news broadcast.news broadcast.news broadcast.news broadcast.    

First, the selected news and reportages are aimed at a 

general audience, of middle class, mainly adults. 

“Especially the adult who needs to be 
informed in this country”. Guillermo 
Navarro 

Also Internet has promoted the information to reach a 

greater number of consumers, even those who are not 

aimed directly, as in the case of minors who nowadays 

use more the social networks, websites, blogs and so 

on.  

“Internet now expands for good and bad 
and we have no ability to react. These 
groups that are attacked can not defend 
themselves because they can not enter 
internet. There are organized racist groups 
that use the forum for citizen participation 
and keep speech of hate - aggressive and 
rejecting the Romanian Gypsies. 
Fortunately in Spain there is greater 
protection of the vulnerable groups”. 
Esteban Ibarra 

3.2. Influence of the public in the selection and 3.2. Influence of the public in the selection and 3.2. Influence of the public in the selection and 3.2. Influence of the public in the selection and 
implementation of aimplementation of aimplementation of aimplementation of a reportage or news. reportage or news. reportage or news. reportage or news.    

To know the need to maintain the interest of the 

consumers we asked the media experts if the public 

influenced at the time of making the reportage / news 

/ photography.  

“There is no point if you make photos and 
nobody sees them [...]. It is made to be 
seen. To let someone know what is 
happening there. Of course behind every 
picture there is an intention. The intention 
is to be seen, to be published. It serves 
that people, while seeing my reportage or 
my pictures, become aware of what are 
the Cañada Real, the Gallinero, and many 
others”.  Guillermo Navarro. 

However, the main priority for most of them was the 

need for the consumer awareness of reality. 

“In order the citizens of Madrid and the 
Spanish society be aware that at 14 km 
from Puerta del Sol there's a village, the 
village most marginal, most extensive in 
whole Europe, that really is news to get 
started” (Julián del Olmo). 

Reality, as objective as possible.  

“We do not think in the public. We think to 
be understood by the spectator. The 
content to be transparent, to be clear, real. 
That you will not defraud the spectator 
because what you tell is truth, something 
that you have lived and will narrate” 
(Carlos Cachafeiro). 

The idea is to raise the public awareness about 

something that is happening the way that every 

spectator could draw conclusions later. With regard to 

objectivity when selecting and developing the news / 

reportages, there are discrepancies. 

“The freedom of the press is something 
that is inside you. I do not think that the 
press is completely objective and I don’t 
think it has to be. It must be obviously 
focused whatever the subject. It is filtered 
whether that is publishable or not 
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publishable, where it goes, in what 
context, photo or not photo, big or small, 
that's the editorial line. The publishing line 
is established by the readers”. Carlos 
Hidalgo. 

 

“It is very difficult that the news only 
inform. They make description of facts. 
News reporting about an event gives 
ethnic identity. The media shape 
opinions”. José Manuel Fresno. 

 

“When you're deciding which image to 
put and which you'll not subjective, you 
are opining. What you can not do is lie, 
you can not invent anything. But you 
create opinion”. Guillermo Navarro. 

 

3.3. Process since the order of a reportage or news 3.3. Process since the order of a reportage or news 3.3. Process since the order of a reportage or news 3.3. Process since the order of a reportage or news 
to its publishing / broadcasting.to its publishing / broadcasting.to its publishing / broadcasting.to its publishing / broadcasting.    

 

In the process of starting reportage / news / photo exist 

different situations depending on the means and the 

work equipment, on the journalist / photographer / 

reporter who is going to perform, on the management 

team or in a jointly manner.  

“From time to time are reviewed topics. 
Then it is decided that we will talk about 
the reality of the children. 7 years ago was 
made a reportage entitled "Street 
Children". Until then there had not been 
done similar reportage and was proposed 
to retrieve this idea. Once you decide, we 
think what we want to tell. You decide on 
a number of locations, problems that you 
want to deal and we chose the topic of 
alcohol consumption, minors and 
educational centres”. Carlos Cachafeiro. 

 

“The senior editor or the manger charged 
you directly the reportage. Was saying 
tomorrow or today you have to go to that 
place. So you were moving with a camera, 

reporter and camera assistant. We were a 
team of 3. You were going and really 
recording stories, stories have been told. 
We were telling the present moment as a 
story, because finally it is exactly this. So 
there are stories, items from 3 to 5 
minutes, in this case you were going, 
knowing the place, and talking to people, 
quickly; depending on the time you are 
given”. Tábata Peregrín 

 

“About the data provided by some 
quantitative figures and percentages, 
some are based on official sources such as 
police, governments as the Town Hall and 
the Community of Madrid, the experience 
of NGOs, on what they see when they talk 
to the Romanian Roma persons and on 
what they themselves are being told”. 
Carlos Hidalgo. 

Regarding decision making, respondents indicate that 

these are distributed according to the different 

equipment professionals: photographers, editor, 

director, etc. 

 

3.4. Existence of filters or censorship that affect the 3.4. Existence of filters or censorship that affect the 3.4. Existence of filters or censorship that affect the 3.4. Existence of filters or censorship that affect the 
freedom of the communication professional.freedom of the communication professional.freedom of the communication professional.freedom of the communication professional.    

 

The filters and censorship do exist and affect the 

freedom of the professional when giving the approach 

to the news or reportage. 

“When the media has a particular editorial 
line has the news are being told in a 
certain way. The interpretation is 
subjective depending on the media. On 
TV you are looking more for tears ..., in a 
newspaper is looking for the sensational 
events [...].The age of the reporter also 
affects. All reportages spend some filters. 
There are many nuances that influence. 
The only press freedom at the present is 
to buy the morning newspaper. The texts 
are made by the journalists but the title is 
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made by the newspaper (the editorial). 
Always impacts more the headline”.  Juan 
Carlos de la Cal. 

The time available supposes also a filter.  

“On one side is the problem of time and 
the information each time is becoming 
shorter. So it doesn’t allow deepening in 
the stories. The reality is composed of 
white, black and many greys. And when 
you obviate those greys, you lose 
somehow the full story perspective. Is this 
badness by the media? No, is a temporary 
lack of physical space […]”. Tábata 
Peregrín.ç 

The subjectivity of the journalist and the personal and 

professional experience with the collective are also a 

filter when narrating an event. As can be seen in some 

comments of this type: 

“I personally knowing well the Spanish 
gypsies and having some in my family, 
when there is not important information I 
try to avoid saying they are […]”. Carlos 
Hidalgo. 

 

4. HOW IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP AND IMPLICATION 

WITH THE GROUP OBJECT OF THE SURVEY? 

 

To analyze this area have been conducted the 

following questions: 

� Is there in your current team a Romanian gypsy 
ethnic person? What is your opinion regarding this 
person? 

� What is her/his personal involvement regarding 
the Romanian Roma people subject of the news / 
reportage? 

 

4.1 Relationship with Romanian Roma people in 4.1 Relationship with Romanian Roma people in 4.1 Relationship with Romanian Roma people in 4.1 Relationship with Romanian Roma people in 
your current jobyour current jobyour current jobyour current job    

 

None of the interviewees has professional relationship 

with the group under study. The main reason is they do 

not know anyone Romanian gypsy with related 

academic formation to their work activity.  

“It is not a matter of discrimination. If 
there had been a great Romanian gypsy 
reporter for my boss would have no 
matter whether Philippine, Gypsy, 
Romanian or black is. It's a matter that 
they don’t reach the sufficient level of 
studies”. Tábata Peregrín. 

Some of them has mentioned to have had contact with 

minority producers in the country of origin, Romania. 

The expert José Manuel Fresno has worked with 

Spanish gypsies and began a Training Program in the 

late 80s at the FSG for social mediators. He defends as a 

fundamental principle that "we must to do things with 

the Roma [...]. Diversity is good; therefore as more 

plural are the human teams much better.” (J.M. Fresno). 

 

4.2. Degree of engagement with the Romanian 4.2. Degree of engagement with the Romanian 4.2. Degree of engagement with the Romanian 4.2. Degree of engagement with the Romanian 
Roma people object of the news story or reportage.Roma people object of the news story or reportage.Roma people object of the news story or reportage.Roma people object of the news story or reportage.    

 

In terms of engagement with the Romanian Roma 

depends on the interest that has the professional. In 

general it is found a lack of interest in this sense.  

“I work with them and see that no one has 
asked what they think, how they feel, 
what they do here. If there is no 
communication is complicated”. 
Guillermo Navarro.   

There are journalist cases that show awareness and 

have even travelled to the countries of origin to see the 

situation there. One interviewee, Juan Carlos de la Cal, 

made a reportage on the way back to home, with a 

protagonist a Romanian gypsy woman who knew 

personally. 
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5. INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL EVENTS AND MORE 

SHOCKING NEWS.  

 

In this section, we wanted to analyze whether certain 

events happened in Europe have influenced the news 

appeared in Spain regarding this target group and 

which are the news appeared in the media that have 

impacted them most in respect of this group. 

To analyze this block of information we have included 

the following questions: 

� Do you think that the massive expulsions of 
Romanian Roma in France in 2010 have influenced 
the news in the Spanish media about this group? 
In what way have influenced? 

� What news has impacted you more regarding this 
collective? 

� What is the opinion of other minorities or groups 
of this collective? How do you think is the 
coexistence of this group with other minority 
groups they live in Cañada Real? And with the 
Spanish? 

 

5.1. Influence of some events as the massive 5.1. Influence of some events as the massive 5.1. Influence of some events as the massive 5.1. Influence of some events as the massive 
expulsions of Romanian Roma population in France expulsions of Romanian Roma population in France expulsions of Romanian Roma population in France expulsions of Romanian Roma population in France 
in 2010 in the news or reportages about this group.in 2010 in the news or reportages about this group.in 2010 in the news or reportages about this group.in 2010 in the news or reportages about this group.    

    

In relation to this issue the interviewees thought that 

these events had influenced to a greater or lesser 

extent having different effects.  

“The massive expulsions of Romanian 
Roma population in France were used by 
some people to gain political relevance”.  
(Esteban Ibarra). 

 

” This news shocked at European level 
being a decision made by France, the land 
of liberty, equality and fraternity, and 
taking discriminatory measures towards 
EU citizens. And it has been a detonator 
for racism and xenophobia”. (Guillermo 
Navarro). 

 

“Here when talking about what happened 
in France, that relived the feeling of 
xenophobia, was that we have them here 
too, one day may eat us, here we are too 
soft, here we take the trash. This 
emphasizes the stereotypes and the 
xenophobia”. Julián del Olmo. 

 

5.2. Shocking news appearing in the pr5.2. Shocking news appearing in the pr5.2. Shocking news appearing in the pr5.2. Shocking news appearing in the press.ess.ess.ess.    

 

What has most impacted the interviewed experts has 

been the widespread abuse received by the Romanian 

Gypsy community and the precarious conditions in 

which they live. 

“I am struck by what I see, rather than the 
news. Children hunting rats in the 
Gallinero”. Carlos Hidalgo. 

 

“Shocking is the bulldozers entering the 
Cañada Real, shocking is to see luxury cars 
parked in slums, to see two poor 
Romanian Gypsies stealing copper on the 
highway and die electrocuted and take 
the images above. Whenever we speak of 
Gypsies is shocking and gruesome. Fight 
of Gypsies, a family of gypsies cross fire to 
the other, revenge ... All that literature 
especially black chronicle, has a common 
denominator the Gypsy. It’s not called a 
businessman to the scrap ... The gypsy 
goes in the main headline”.  Guillermo 
Navarro. 
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6. PERCEPTION AND SELF-PERCEPTION OF THE 

ROMANIAN GYPSY GROUP. RELATIONSHIP WITH 

OTHER MINORITIES. 

 

All agree that the Romanian Gypsies reject their 

countrymen both here and in Romania and blame 

them for the bad image about them. 

“I think the relationship with non-Roma 
Romanians is not very good by the 
experience I've had with the Romanians. I 
have friends Romanians, people who live 
and work in Madrid. They are the first to 
discriminate against the Romanian 
gypsies in their country. And arriving here 
they are offended because they feel that 
the gypsies represent them. It's like sorry, 
I'm Romanian, and I am not Romanian 
Gypsy”.   Tábata Peregrín. 

The Spanish Gypsies also feel rejection towards them.  

“The opinion held by the Spanish gypsies 
on them is that are coming by 
overpowering” (Guillermo Navarro). 

 

“I believe that although belonging to the 
same ethnic group they are not two 
cultures that trust a lot in one another, 
they are not close to each other”. (Carlos 
Hidalgo). 

The experts as Tomás Calvo, Fresno y Esteban Ibarra 

claim that there are usually more conflicts and 

prejudices among minorities than among the majority 

society and the minorities. 

“The intolerance is not subject only to a 
part of the population. Intolerance is to 
not know how to appreciate the diversity. 
There can be immigrants who practice 
intolerance with others. We can not talk of 
xenophobia but about intolerance 
towards other immigrants […]”. Esteban 
Ibarra. 

From the interviews it can be deduced that the feelings 

aroused by Romanian Roma in the mainstream society 

are of scary, even fear and distrust generated by the 

real ignorance towards them and the negative image 

that exists.  

One of the journalists spoke of differences in the 

acceptance of this group depending on whether they 

had contact with them or not.  

“The public that more accepts this group 
are those who have less contact with 
them. The public who is in the trenches 
coexisting with them or sharing school, 
are the most belligerent and then they call 
you because it is not understandable 
when the newspaper tries to give a 
positive message”. Juan Carlos de la Cal. 

Regarding the coexistence in areas like Cañada Real or 

Gallinero, most believe that there is hardly coexistence.  

“When there are problems of integration 
seems as couple problems. They exist 
because there are two sides. When one is 
not integrated is because one has turned 
his back and when one turns his back is 
because the other side is not integrated 
[...] Must be looked for is a bridge or a 
connection point, in order to have 
integration, but not starting from 
disintegration. They do not have to leave 
their culture. There has to be an 
assignment by both parties to achieve 
rapprochement between these two 
cultures, but there is no short-term 
solution”. Carlos Hidalgo. 

 

 

7. CONTRIBUTIONS TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE AND 

BEST PRACTICES 

Considering that one of the objectives of the second 

part of the project is to contribute to awareness raising 

actions and counteract discriminatory, racist and 

xenophobic tendencies in the audience, have been 

asked the following questions: 

� How can the media contribute to improving the 
image of the collective? 

� Best practices they know which have been made 
to improve the image of this group.  
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7.1. Contributio7.1. Contributio7.1. Contributio7.1. Contributions to improve the image of this ns to improve the image of this ns to improve the image of this ns to improve the image of this 
groupgroupgroupgroup    

The experts made some proposals to improve the 

image of this group. 

� Receive training on ethical codes of journalism. 
"Taking more interest in reporting and 
transmitting the gypsy reality where positive 
aspects are classified". José Manuel Fresno gives as 
example the manual for journalists of the FSG. 

� José Manuel Fresno proposes also the 
participation of Roma people in the media spaces 
and not only talking about gypsies, but making 
them form part, as presenters for example.  

� “Show their human dimension that are people like 
us, who live, work [...] without paternalism. 
Knowing the reality. Knowing why they act in a 
certain way”. Esteban Ibarra. 

� “Speaking of other realities, of other life aspects of 
these people. To do this is necessary to have 
interlocutors”. José Manuel Fresno. 

� “I do not know if they can contribute to improving 
the image but they can contribute to not make it 
worse. A media should provide the information 
exactly as it is. Our obligation is to inform but 
when we are misinforming or informing bad, we 
are creating an image that falls into question”. 
Guillermo Navarro. 

� “I think that journalists have a problem, we have to 
write everything by work imperative but not 
always we know fully the reality and the way it's 
placed in the context [...]. And sometimes we lack 
it, because journalists do not know about gypsies 
as they don’t know about other things, [...]. So yes, 
it would be important to have an approach to this 
reality. I think they would have to do a job there 
because it would help, they would understand it”.  
Julián del Olmo. 

    

    

    

    

    

7.2. Best practices7.2. Best practices7.2. Best practices7.2. Best practices    

As best practices we have collected the following: 

� The work that are doing for years various Roma 
associations with the collective as Unión Romaní 
con Juan de Dios,  Romí de Granada de Mujeres, 
Fundación Secretariado Gitano, Integración Gitana, 
the school monitoring programs, Centre for 
Studies on Migration and Racism, or the Roma 
Cultural Institute. 

� The celebration of the week of the Roma, the 
prizes of April 8, the photo exhibition and the 
edited book "Gypsy Lives”. 

� Actions such as those of FSG in the area of 
communication to report the news that promote 
the stereotypes, the inclusion of Roma in all areas, 
the organisms of equal treatment in order to 
denounce the discrimination.  

� End the handouts by the NGOs, to be the 
Romanian Roma subject of communication. 
Esteban Ibarra. 

� Reportages of positive type on Gypsies performing 
artistic or professional activities. Esteban Ibarra. 

� TV programs such as Madrid Live. According to 
Tábata Peregrín "made very good job, did many 
social works, to which were found lots of public 
opposition, [...]. We wanted to offer reality. You 
were showing a Romanian gypsy boy smiling at a 
desk and it was unbelievable or talking with a 
mother saying that her son went to school [...] and 
you were making them human”. 

� Counteracting misinformation with good 
information. Remove the stereotypes and stigmas. 
Dismount it in an intelligent way. Juan Carlos de la 
Cal 

� Advertisements in TV or campaigns such as "know 
them before judging" of the Gypsy Secretariat 
Foundation. 
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CONCLUSIONS  

After analyzing the samples of selected media and the 

expert interviews we can highlight the following main 

ideas that we will consider in the planning and 

methodological design of the focus groups: 

 

� The stereotypes that exist about Romanian 

Gypsies are mostly negative.  

� This image has been maintained along the time.  

� The mechanisms for creation of relevant 

stereotypes in the audience have been generated 

by the visibility of the group on the streets, the 

image of the media and personally experiences.  

� According to the experts, the opinion of the 

audience towards the group depends on the 

economic level and the proximity they have to the 

collective.  

� The general feeling that awakens the collective is 

of fear and mistrust. The consequences of these 

feelings cause rejection.  

� The minority groups are the most suffering 

rejection because the society sees them as 

competition in the distribution of resources.  

� The Romanian collective blames the Romanian 

gypsies for the bad image created towards them.  

� In the media, the normality of the phenomenon 

has been replaced by the exceptionality, the "good 

news is no news” (Zapata-Barrero, 2004).  

� Depending on the editorial line is given one 

approach or another. 

� According to the media experts, the main purpose 

of the samples is to present the reality, to tell 

stories. 

� The perception of the minority towards the 

majority is positive as they feel better treated than 

in their home countries. 

� Internet is being the current media making greater 

dissemination of racist and xenophobic messages. 

 

Considering these ideas, the focus groups were 

designed based on the following criteria:  

 

Groups of different agesGroups of different agesGroups of different agesGroups of different ages: young people, adults from 

20 to 40 years and older than 50 years. 

Geographical origin:Geographical origin:Geographical origin:Geographical origin: groups from different areas of 

Madrid in order to be analyzed the correlation between 

geographical proximity and opinions towards this 

collective.  

Minority OpinionMinority OpinionMinority OpinionMinority Opinion: group of the Spanish gypsy minority 

to know the perception of minority to minority. 

Majority Opinion:Majority Opinion:Majority Opinion:Majority Opinion: Groups formed by non-Roma 

Spanish and foreigners. 

Gender:Gender:Gender:Gender: all groups will be mixed, formed by men and 

women.  

The description of the outcomes of such focus groups 

will be given in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 Chapter 2 | | | | Stereotypes, perception and discriminationStereotypes, perception and discriminationStereotypes, perception and discriminationStereotypes, perception and discrimination

    

General introduction: on the applied General introduction: on the applied General introduction: on the applied General introduction: on the applied 

methomethomethomethods and basic and basic ds and basic and basic ds and basic and basic ds and basic and basic 

information on “open meetings”information on “open meetings”information on “open meetings”information on “open meetings”    
 

In order to collect and analyze the stereotypes, 

perceptions and attitudes of different social groups to 

the collective of Romanian Gypsies and the way in 

which the media influence, we proceeded to analyze 

qualitative data generated through four open group 

meetings that involved a total of 38 people. 

The design of the groups has been guided by strategic 

criteria, trying to get a perspective of the most 

representative speeches in the whole society. The 

group meetings have taken place during the days 

between July 16 and August 1, 2013. Being a summer 

holiday period, we had additional collaboration by the 

following entities in order to facilitate the gathering of 

the group participants: 

� Social Imaginary Foundation. DNGO (development 

non-governmental organization) which fights 

against poverty and social exclusion through 

education and training. 

� The Fanal Association. Nonprofit association 

whose objective is the personal and social 

development of families at risk of exclusion. 

� Gypsy Secretariat Foundation. Intercultural social 

nonprofit entity that provides services for the 

development of the Roma community in Spain 

and in Europe. 

� Parish of Santo Domingo de la Calzada. The parish 

church of Santo Domingo de la Calzada is in the 

heart of the Cañada Real. The parish was 

established in 1953 and since then, the church has 

been carrying out a great evangelical and social 

work with immigrant and marginalized 

population. 

� Centres for participation and integration of 

immigrants (CEPIS) of the Community of Madrid. 

Centers of the Community of Madrid, managed by 

nonprofit organizations that are dedicated to the 

integration of Spanish people and foreigners. 

� Radio Tentación. Radio station aimed at promoting 

social integration of immigrants in Spain, their 

relationship with the Spanish people and among 

themselves. 

� La Flor Neighborhood Association. Neighborhood 

Association located in the district of Fuencarral-El 

Pardo fighting for social rights. 

 

The focus groups were conducted in different parts of 

Madrid, as we have tried to facilitate the proximity of 

the respondents to participate in the activity. 

Fundamental requirement of the focus group 

technique has been the search for some internal 

homogeneity (each dynamic to be composed of 

people with similar ages and educational background), 

while maintaining some external heterogeneity (each 

focus group to be represented by a social segment of 

the population different from the rest of the groups). In 

this way, we tried to make the individuals feel relaxed 

about their "peer group", but ensuring the emergence 

of different points of view that could facilitate the open 

group meeting. 

On other hand, the geographical origin and nationality 

has been a key factor in the composition of each group, 

as on one side the objective was to analyze whether 

the variable of proximity to areas inhabited by 

Romanian Gypsy families could influence their 

perception and attitudes, and on another the 

participation of groups of foreigners, Spanish and 

Roma people has been an essential component to 

compare the inter-group opinions. That are, the views 

of the majority groups towards the minority and vice 

versa, as also the opinions among minorities. 

 

The detailed characteristics of the profiles of the 

participants in open group meetings are summarized 

in the following table:
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 GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1    GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2    GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3    GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4    

Nº Nº Nº Nº participantsparticipantsparticipantsparticipants    8 10 9 11 

AgeAgeAgeAge    16-17 17-40 20-45 54-68 

GenderGenderGenderGender    4 men and 4 women 3 men and 7 women 4 men and 5 women 6 men and 5 women 

NationalityNationalityNationalityNationality    
Spanish (7 from gipsy 
ethnic group) 

Moroccan, Spanish 
and Bolivian 

Spanish, Colombian 
and Romanian 

Spanish 

StudiesStudiesStudiesStudies    

Primary school. They are 
studying the PCPI 
(Initial Vocational 
Training Program of 
Administrative) 

Primary and / or 
secondary school 

 

University and / or 
average level 

 

University and / or 
average level 

 

OccupationOccupationOccupationOccupation    Students 
Students, active 
workers, housewives 
and unemployed 

Active workers, 
unemployed and 
students 

 

Active workers and 
retirees 

 

Geographical situationGeographical situationGeographical situationGeographical situation    

    

Puente de Vallecas and 
Carabanchel districts 

Cañada Real Galiana 
(Madrid) 

Municipality of 
Madrid and other 
metropolitan 
municipalities 

Fuencarral-El Pardo 
district 

DateDateDateDate    16/07/2013 17/07/2013 31/07/2013 01/08/2013 

PlacePlacePlacePlace    

Gypsy Secretariat 
Foundation 

(Madrid) 

Cañada Real Galiana 
(Madrid) 

GD Immigration 
(Madrid) 

La Flor 
Neighborhood 
Association. 
Fuencarral-El Pardo 
district (Madrid) 

 

OBSERVATIONS: It seems important to point out the 

difficulties we have found in the involvement of the 

group of non Gypsy Spanish people from Cañada Real 

Galiana. On one side they are a minor proportion in the 

areas closest to the Romanian Gypsy families (Area 6 of 

Cañada Real), on the other hand, they have refused to 

express their opinion on the issue in public fearing that 

their message could reach the gypsy community and 

to this situation could be added the time factor being 

summer vacation period. This has resulted in increased 

heterogeneity of the group. It also corresponds to the 

population reality of the area where mainly Spanish 

gypsies and foreigners reside. 

Regarding the development of the focus groups which 

will be analyzed, audio and video records have been 

made with prior permission of the participants. 

In all groups, first has been made a small presentation, 

and in order to create a climate of trust, has been 

offered a breakfast before the start of the dynamics. 

One person was moderating the group and another 

was preparing the material to be used. 

The methodology used in the development of the 

open group meetings had included the triple 

perspective that marks the BEAMS project. In order to 

steer the debate towards the targets set up in BEAMS, 

was designed a special script. 

This script was based on 4 thematic blocks: 

1. Perception/Image that exists on the Romanian 
gypsies and the Spanish Gypsies. Perceptions 
among minorities and between the majority and 
minorities. 
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2. The media (the production of popular culture). 
Exhibition of the selected samples to analyze the 
link between production and perception of the 
audience. Presentation of the massive expulsions 
of Romanian gypsies in France as specific event 
mostly published in the media and related to 
discrimination. The material used in this part was 
composed by photos, news and reports selected 
during the project. 

3. Attitudes towards Romanian Roma people in the 
areas of employment, self-employment, social 
relationships, social behavior, etc., both minority to 
majority and minorities to other minorities. 

4. Positive aspects of the Romanian Gypsies to be 
highlighted. 

In continuation we detail the dynamics performed for 

each thematic block and we analyze the speeches 

drawn from the focus groups. 

    

From production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perception    

    
A) DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMICS USED IN THE A) DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMICS USED IN THE A) DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMICS USED IN THE A) DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMICS USED IN THE 
OPEN GROUP MEETINGSOPEN GROUP MEETINGSOPEN GROUP MEETINGSOPEN GROUP MEETINGS    

 

The same dynamics in all open group meetings have 

been carried out, but modifications tailored to the 

characteristics of the group have been made, as in the 

case of the presentation of information samples from 

the media.  

At the opening of the meetings was made a 

presentation of all participants, moderators and was 

emphasized on the importance of expressing their 

opinion freely, honestly and without compunctions. 

Furthermore, was explained to the informants that the 

objective was not to judge their comments, but to 

know the real opinion on the Romanian Gypsy 

community. 

the following script has been followed: 

 

Stereotypes:Stereotypes:Stereotypes:Stereotypes:    

First, to see if the media influence this opinion, we 

decided to start the group meeting posing the 

following open questions: "What is the image they 

have on Romanian Roma people? What they think 

about them? Do they have some kind of relationship 

with these people?" 

Regarding the subject, they were also asked if they had 

the same opinion on the Spanish gypsies, in order to 

be compared the perception towards other minorities. 

This question was not formulated in group 1, since they 

belong to this collective. In this case, we analyzed their 

perception to the majority and their self-perception. 

From production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perceptionFrom production to perception    

Secondly, we went on with the exhibition of selected 

information samples from the media by power point. In 

all groups has been presented a sample of: 

Photos: "A belt of 1500 slums surrounds of misery the 

Madrid region" and "Musicians, beggars or thieves." 

News: "We're not lazy"; “Florin, 14 years old and father 

in April" and "The police monitors the area in which the 

Romanians are living threatened by their neighbours." 

Reportages: Callejeros "La Cañada Real”, People of God, 

"The Invisible Border". 

We used different samples according to the group, 

adapting them to its characteristics and context, 

having the intention to encourage reflection and 

discussion on the subject. Has been taken into account 

the variable time in the analysis of samples by asking if 

they believe that the information published in the 

media is current or not, and whether it has changed 

along the years. They were asked what feelings are 

transmitting to them the selected samples. 

As a specific event most published in the media, was 

presented a news item with photo of the massive 

deportations in France in order to see the impact that 

was causing on the group participants. 

 

From perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudes    

Thirdly, have been raised real life situations related to 

the issues of employment, housing and neighbour 

coexistence, as well as social interaction through 

everyday situations, to study the personal experiences 

with the collective. It was also taken into account the 

perception between minorities and the majority. 
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Closing of the groupClosing of the groupClosing of the groupClosing of the group    

Finally, the group meetings were closed by the 

following open question: What do you like and what 

you dislike about the Romanian Gypsies? We were 

trying to identify this way the characteristics, both 

positive and negative, that were susceptible to 

generating acceptance or rejection of these minorities. 

 

B) KEY FACTS PERCEIVED, SUGGESTED AND B) KEY FACTS PERCEIVED, SUGGESTED AND B) KEY FACTS PERCEIVED, SUGGESTED AND B) KEY FACTS PERCEIVED, SUGGESTED AND 
INTERPRETED BY THE PUBLICINTERPRETED BY THE PUBLICINTERPRETED BY THE PUBLICINTERPRETED BY THE PUBLIC    

 

The perceived realities indicated several distinguishing 

features which we have divided into categories for 

their analysis.4 

� Physical aspect 

� Character / personality 

� Customs 

� Ways of life 

The dynamics performed in the first and second part of 

the open meetings have allowed us to analyze the 

speeches in two different moments: 

� Before the exposition of the samples 

� After the samples exposition 

In this way we wanted to check if the intentions of the 

producers have influenced or not the perception of the 

participants. 

 

Before Exposition Of The SamplesBefore Exposition Of The SamplesBefore Exposition Of The SamplesBefore Exposition Of The Samples    

All groups identified the same features towards the 

Romanian Gypsy community, synthesizing them into 

one of the most repeated phrases "they give a very bad 

image." 

That bad image corresponds to the set of descriptions 

that have been made, mostly of negative type. 

The Group 1 was formed by young Spanish Gypsies, 

which differed linguistically from the Romanian 

                                                 
4 Based on the publication of Tomás Calvo Buezas "Spain Racist? Voices payas on 

Gypsies" 1990. Editorial Anthropos. Barcelona. 

 

Gypsies. The members of this group identified 

themselves as “normal Gypsies": 

“The Romanian gypsies give very bad 
image to the Gypsy people and this image 
is generalized to all Gypsies" (OM 1) 

"The normal gypsies are not taken as of 
their own race. They have other customs; 
we do not have the same habits as 
them"(OM 1) 

Group 4, formed by older people living in the district of 

Fuencarral-El Pardo, was the only one who mentioned 

positive traits in this first part. 

"My perception is that they are friendly 
people ... You see them begging at the 
supermarket and they greet you, help you. 
There is no wall to talk to them. "(Spanish 
woman, OM 4) 

Some of the features that can be considered neutral, 

referring to the physique, as "they have golden teeth", 

have given negative connotation, drawing a line 

between "us" and "them", and definitely marking a 

speech of Western domination (E. Said, Orientalism, 

1990), as we can see in the following examples: 

 "They have golden teeth and leave the 
children dirty” (Group 2, Moroccan 
woman) 

 "You see them begging and then they 
smile to you with the golden teeth" 
(Group 4, Spanish woman) 

Within each group, there were participants who 

indicated that could not be generalized and that not all 

Romanian Gypsies are equal. While others, with a 

speech clearly reluctant generalized, stated that "all are 

the same." 

"They are very similar in their way of 
being, their culture. They are very 
reluctant to create a fusion between their 
culture and ours"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

"I have Romanian neighbours that are 
working. But not all are the same. They 
come to get money. Some of them can 
not write "(Romanian man, OM 3) 
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"I have not lived together with gypsies ... 
There are good people and bad people" 
(Bolivian man, OM 2) 

Below are presented systematically the descriptions 

and open group meetings where have appeared the 

most frequent stereotypes: 

Total stereotypes per group: 

� Group 1: 13 

� Group 2: 24 

� Group 3: 11 

� Group 4: 19The following table allows visualizing the 

groups where more stereotypes have emerged being at 

first place Group 2 from Cañada Real and at second Group 

4 from Fuencarral, areas that have in common their 

proximity to the Romanian Roma population.  Some of 

the experts who participated in the interviews indicated 

the proximity indicator (or living together) as a main 

element in the generation of negative opinions towards 

this collective. 

The most mentioned stereotypes match to the most 

frequent in the selected samples. In the social area they 

are those related to slums, nomads, dirt and truancy. In 

the way of life, they are those related to the area of 

deviated social behaviours such as begging and crime. 

The physical representation of the golden teeth and 

clothing feature is most highlighted in the focus groups 

(women with long skirts and indigent aspect) and did not 

appear so much in the information samples from the 

media. 

This "robot portrait" created in the social imaginary makes 

that when a Romanian gypsy person breaks those 

stereotypes, her/he is not seen as gypsy, but only as 

Romanian. In group 4 (La Flor) one of the participants said 

so: 

"I can not differentiate one Gypsy person 
from another who is not" (OM 4) 

"I have not met any normal Romanian 
gypsy” (OM 1) 

Even in the development of group 4 has been given the 

case that one of the participants being in private with one 

of the moderators at the end of the open meeting, 

identified himself as a gypsy, but during the session did 

not want to express it. He reiterated that not all are equal 

and that there are people that could change with some 

help. This shows how some members of the collective try 

to "invisible" those traits that can fit to the stereotypical 

image of Romanian gypsy and are susceptible to rejection 

and discrimination. 

As for the way of life, the explanation that the group 

participants give to begging and stealing is that 

Romanian Gypsies "come to make a living and this is what 

drives them to do so."

FE
AT

UR
ES

 
 DESCRIPTIONS GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4 

They have golden teeth x x  x 

They go dirty x x  x 

They dress like poor with lot of clothes   x   

PH
YS

IC
AL

 A
SP

EC
T 

 

They are identified by their way of 
dressing    x 

They are very cañeros (noisy or 
combative) x    

They are very serious x    

CH
AR

AC
TE

R 
/ 

PE
RS

O
NA

LI
TY

 
 

They are watching bad x    
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DESCRIPTIONS GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4 

They are not civilized people  x   

They don’t seem good people  x   
They believe themselves superior to the 
others  x   

Delude  x   
They don’t want to integrate, is their way 
of being  x x x 

They are nomads x x x x 

They have many children x x x x 

They speak loud  x  x 
They have a very traditional culture  x  x 
They are like ghettos. You see the men 
and the women separated    x 

CU
ST

O
M

S 

They are sexist  x x x 

They marry very young  x x x 

They are always searching in the garbage x    

They live in shacks x x x x 

They steal, they are thieves x x x x 
They are always throwing stuff on the 
floor. They leave everything dirty x x  x 

The children are not attending school x x x x 

Begging x x x x 

They go in and out of the jail  x   
They collect signatures to get money 
cheating the people  x x  

They live in poverty    x 

They take advantage of the aids  x x x 

They collect scrap  x  x 

W
AY

S 
O

F 
LI

FE
 

 

They don’t want to work  x  x 
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PERCEPTION OF OTHER MINORITIES AND THE 

MAJORITY 

 

In response to the question: Do they have the same 

opinion about the Spanish gypsies? In all groups the 

answer was that they are perceived differently. The 

reasons alleged are: 

� They have been living together with the Spanish 

gypsies for more years  

� They have been more in touch with the Spanish 

gypsies 

� There was more visualization in the media of the 

changes that have occurred, such as the 

incorporation to schools. 

These arguments indicate that in the practice there is 

more knowledge about the culture and social 

integration process of these groups. 

“The Spanish gypsies are savvier; they are 
not so alone .... They take the kids to 
school, have their jobs, they have to 
behave well"(OM 4) 

However, even though the image towards the Spanish 

gypsies is different, showing a positive trend, 

throughout the development of the groups, the 

stereotypes towards the Romanian Roma were 

verbalized including the Gypsy people in general, 

making comments that we can classify as "classical 

racism", i.e. complete rejection of this ethnic group. 

"The gypsies, in general, the Spanish 
gypsies after 500 years have not managed 
to integrate. It's something idiosyncratic 
for that race, genetic; it refers to all 
Spanish as Romanian, Indian or English. 
There are many integrated and many who 
don’t want to integrate. "(OM 4) 

"The gypsies are gypsies and can not 
change" (Spanish woman, OM 2) 

Through the review of news and reportages appeared 

in the media we have seen the confusion there is at the 

time of differentiate the gypsies from different 

nationalities, as it is usual to include within the 

Romanian Gypsy community gypsies from other 

countries as Serbia, Bulgaria and Portugal. One of the 

experts, Guillermo Navarro made reference to this issue 

in the interviews. In the end, the joining element is the 

gypsy race. 

In group 4 have been added the socioeconomic 

element to the perception about the Gypsies. 

"Stereotypes have a lot to do with 
poverty. When Spanish, Romanian or 
other gypsy has economic resources is 
different. There are different ways of 
seeing the things "(OM 4) 

The perception of the foreign minority about this 

collective is also very negative, because although they 

have emigrated from their home countries as well, they 

came in order to work, while the Romanian Gypsies 

have come to beg and steal. They also indicate the 

rejection the Romanians themselves have towards the 

gypsies from their country. Although in one of the 

groups, one of the Romanian participants commented: 

"In Bucharest the image of the Gypsies is positive. 

Outside Bucharest it is more negative. " 

 

MECHANISMS FOR CREATION OF THE MENTIONED MECHANISMS FOR CREATION OF THE MENTIONED MECHANISMS FOR CREATION OF THE MENTIONED MECHANISMS FOR CREATION OF THE MENTIONED 

STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    

All groups have referred to a series of mechanisms that 

are likely to generate these stereotypes. 

The impressions from the outside world. There is a part 

of this phenomenon which is visible, that is usually 

perceived on the street, in common areas or in the 

media and which produces more rejection. 

"We see what is seen on the TV. If the AVE 
has run out of light is because of them, as 
they have taken the copper … What you 
see is ugly ... Before entering the Cañada 
people see it (referring to the Gallinero 
settlement) and thinks it's Cañada as well 
"(Spanish woman, OM 2) 

"I see them begging in the subway, at 
traffic lights, asking for signatures. The 
image that I have is more from the media 
also; the children who steal at the city 
center and so on"(Spanish woman, OM 3) 

The image projected in the media, especially on the TV 

through programs such as "sensationalist" or on events. 
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"I have not had direct deal with them. I see 
them often on the subway and in the edia. 
The image I have is that lamentably they 
are trying to steal most of the time"(OM 3) 

The personal experiences they have lived through the 

contact with these people, being accentuated in areas 

close to a shanty as it is the case of Cañada Real with 

the Gallinero. 

"Catching the bus, they were stealing you, 
insulting you, smoking ... Because of them 
the bus was taken off " (OM 2) 

The stories heard from third parties and the legends 

that are created based on rumors. 

"I have references from other people from 
Malmea, the Bañeza ... of groups that are 
gathering. The references have been 
always negative, that twere striking ... 
"(OM 4) 

Some of the experts in the interviews added the family 

and the school among some of these mechanisms 

generating stereotypes, but in the groups this idea has 

not been mentioned at any time. None of the 

participants commented that these beliefs have been 

told them at home or in class. Although that they have 

not been verbalized does not mean that they don’t 

exist. 

The school, however, has been identified as a 

mechanism for positive change. This will be discussed 

in the block of attitudes and personal experiences. 

 

AFTER EXPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES. INFLUENCE OF AFTER EXPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES. INFLUENCE OF AFTER EXPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES. INFLUENCE OF AFTER EXPOSITION OF THE SAMPLES. INFLUENCE OF 

THE PRODUCERSTHE PRODUCERSTHE PRODUCERSTHE PRODUCERS    

In the open group meetings, the exposition of the pre-

selected media information has generated various 

types of interpretations and reactions. 

The harsh reality that have all perceived is that the 

collective lives in poverty and marginalization, 

reinforcing the stereotypes that they previously had, as 

"they live in shanty towns", "are engaged in begging", 

"steal", "lack of hygiene" and "don’t care of the 

children." That is, what they see in the media related to 

the cognitive image they have of this collective. 

"They're not bad; also you feel sorry, 
sometimes it is the need that makes them 
to be so" (Spanish girl, OM 1) 

"Many Roma Romanians do not steal 
because they want, but of necessity" 
(Spanish boy, OM 1) 

However, the interpretation of that reality depends on 

one hand on the type of sample, including here the 

media (TV, newspapers) and on the characteristics of 

the group. 

The photo of "Musicians, beggars or  thieves" (2010) 

was of the most discussed, transmitting an image of 

poverty to the participants, nomadic life by the caravan 

at the background and someone even reflected the 

working woman who takes care of her family. However, 

they did not like the headline because it directly 

stigmatized them and offered a narrow view of the 

collective’s reality. In fact, all commented that the 

public would think that the collective was devoted 

exclusively to these three activities. 

"It is suggested that they are musicians 
because they play on the street, beggars 
because they beg and thieves because 
they steal" (Spanish girl, OM 1) 

"I do not like the photo and the headline. 
They don’t deserve this. Not all are equal. 
They have not been asked "(Spanish boy, 
OM 1) 

Seeing the photo "A belt of 1500 slums surrounds in 

misery the Madrid region" (1999) the feeling of the 

participants was similar to the previous image: poverty, 

children in situation of abandonment, dirt ... However, 

there were no comments on the headline. 

What most impressed the groups was the date on 

which the photos were taken. They thought that the 

oldest one was the most current of the village of 

Gallinero. Therefore the perpetuation of that image 

over the years raised the following interpretations: 

 "It might be cultural, is their way of 
being" (OM 3) 

"You see the image and see that they do 
not change. They were helped a lot and 
remained the same"(OM 2) 
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The reportages, as the experts said, provide more 

information through the images and their time 

duration. 

For Group 1 of young people was chosen part of the 

program "Callejeros" referred to the Cañada Real, 

taking into account the age of the participants, that it 

was one of the programs they most used to see. Seeing 

the part speaking about the Romanian Gypsies at 

Gallinero, their reaction was of rejection, criticizing the 

collective’s behaviour towards the children, and 

commenting that they were not paid attention. 

"They live like this and even have more 
children ", "They're all as those on the 
video, living in shacks", etc… (OM 1) 

However, when the reportage showed images of 

Spanish gypsies who boasted of selling drugs, their 

reaction was of anger and remarked that those could 

be gypsies from Extremadura. 

"They bring out the worst of the Spanish 
Gypsies" 

In this case they did not identify themselves and came 

up the idea that: “We, the Gypsies, are very different. 

Those from Extremadura are not like the Andalusians". 

This reflection led to the discussion that the media 

shows one part of the reality. Just as has been shown 

the negative image of the drug, the same is happening 

with the Romanian Gypsies. One of them commented 

in this sense, that: 

 "Not all Romanian Gypsies are equal. 
Others are well dressed. They have their 
job"(OM 1) 

The group proposed to develop a program similar to 

“Word of Gypsy", called "Word of Romanian Gypsy". 

Here again comes the stereotype that refers to the 

"golden teeth". A part of the group criticized this 

program: 

"I would not draw the image of the Gypsy 
woman and the headscarf. Before the men 
did not see this and now with the TV 
everyone sees it"(OM 1) 

They added that the situation could improve if is 

shown image of Gypsies from other communities and 

other lifestyle. 

To the rest of the groups was shown a part of the 

reportage "The Invisible Border" of the People of God 

program. In this case, we selected a part that was not 

from the Gallinero. The intention of the producer was 

to make known the reality of the Cañada Real. In this 

case, we saw that the participants were unaware of this 

context and the intention of the producer was 

achieved. 

In this case, surprised the reaction of Group 2 from 

Cañada Real who being their neighbours still not 

identified them: "That image will be of the camps from 

the first who arrived." This group blamed the Roma 

Romanians for the bad image that the media transmits 

on them. 

"When the TV goes to Gallinero to 
improve their image, they do not want" 
(OM 2) 

"On TV only come out the Romanians 
from Cañada who are stealing" (OM 2) 

"In Callejeros when come out Romanian 
Gypsies they are friends of the police 
because they know them very well" (OM 2) 

Sometimes the images of the reportage were used to 

reinforce stereotypes already expressed. 

"They wash the clothes by hand, having 
near a washing machine. They do that to 
provoke sorry, to seem poor and then, 
they have their houses in Romania while 
here live in shacks."(OM 2) 

"They have many children and complain 
that they have no money. And look at the 
cars that are next to the shack "(OM 2) 

In Group 3 highlighted the treatment of the reportage 

more honest and less sensational than other programs 

such as “A fondo”, “Callejeros” and "Research Team". 

What most impacted them was that the children were 

not going to school. About the media thought that 

"focuses to show the negative” and "do not transmit 

other information of interest not known by the public” 

that might help to explain their behaviour or way of 

living. For example, the situation there is in their 

country, data on children who do go to school, etc. 
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They compare the treatment of the media towards the 

Spanish Gypsies about whom "is spoken more of other 

things" being able to know the changes produced at 

positive level, as the incorporation of children in 

schools, the families living in flats, or the Roma people 

working in different professional sectors. 

Just like the rest of the groups identify the image of the 

collective of Spanish gypsies in the media as a 

mechanism for positive change. 

In Group 4, the video transmits that their families make 

normal life like other families, come out to beg because 

in the reportage it is said that they have no job in the 

construction. Their perceptions reminds of the pointed 

out in the interviews by the experts, about how were 

the people with whom they had contact during the 

reporting. They also compared it to the Celsa, a shanty 

of Spanish Gypsies from about 20 years ago. This 

comparison has been also stood out by the experts, 

about the resurgence of the Spanish gypsies’ 

stereotypes towards the Roma Romanians. In this case, 

the comparison also served to think that as there have 

been changes in the Spanish gypsies, there might be in 

the Romanian Gypsies. 

The exposed news were different according to the 

groups and has been chosen one of each area (social, 

deviant behaviours and employment). In group 4 they 

could not be commented because of lack of time. 

In Group 1 the news presented was: "Florin, 14 years 

old and father in April" of 2003. The idea of selecting 

this news was to promote discussion, being the case of 

a boy of age closer to theirs. They were surprised that 

such a young boy was a father. 

We delivered to them a fragment of the story where 

the journalist made a comparison between the 

Romanian and Spanish gypsies. They shared the 

information, but didn’t know to specify whether the 

Spanish Gypsies keep that habit. This might be an 

indicator of not wanting to recognize common features 

that socially are negatively perceived, as results 

surprising that they didn’t know this information being 

Spanish gypsies. 

In Group 2 the news item used was "The police monitor 

the area in which live the Romanians threatened by 

their neighbours" of 2000. Despite the news, was 

referring to violent group aggression towards 

Romanian Roma, in this group was maintained the 

speech that the guilty were the Romanian Gypsies. One 

of the participants reported: 

"Something similar happened in Rivas. They went to 

the shops to steal and the best the mayor could do was 

to pay them to arrange their vans and go away" 

In Group 3, the news presented was "We're not lazy" of 

2000. Their attention was drawn, first, on the date of 

the news. Through it, they commented that the 

collective perception of themselves is the same the 

majority society has about them that not want to work. 

However, the news itself reflects the difficulties they 

have in their country of origin as well as here to find a 

job. They pointed out that the news says that "are 

trapped and can not move forward." 

 

SPECIFIC EVENT SPECIFIC EVENT SPECIFIC EVENT SPECIFIC EVENT ---- FRANCE FRANCE FRANCE FRANCE    

The event that has emerged naturally in the open 

group meetings, discussing about how occurred the 

change in the perception of this collective, was the 

economic crisis. Group 4 after seeing the selected 

photos commented: 

"The crisis brings each time more images 
like these of Roma and non-Roma people. 
The poverty level is increasing more. The 
cuts will affect these people, as each time 
there is less money, this affects the 
intervention with them (OM 4) 

In the same line, one of the informants of Group 3 

stated: 

"They are begging less at traffic lights. The 
situation has worsened for them with the 
crisis; perhaps they are not earning much 
and have had to move to their 
countries"(OM 3) 

About begging they compared Romanian Gypsies to 

Spanish people who are juggling at the traffic lights, for 

example. 

This crisis has caused the spreading of the economic 

situation of this collective to the rest of the population. 

The perception of this collective especially in people 

who are unemployed and who share similar life 
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conditions is of rejection and crispate. This has been 

seen mainly in group 2 from Cañada with foreigners. 

"We, the Moroccans have no work now 
and we have to make our life also through 
the scrap. But we do not give poor image 
... They are assisted more" 

The event we prepared in order to analyze the change 

in the perception was of the massive expulsions from 

France. After showing the news, could be appreciated 

that some of the stereotypes that had emerged from 

the open meetings, such as nomadic life, were 

removed. In fact, there was an association change and 

they did not see it as a cultural thing anymore, but as a 

result of forced behaviour by the hostile environment. 

Furthermore, this behaviour of the collective was 

related to the ongoing evictions that occur and oblige 

them to make their living. 

However, the participants of group 2 from Cañada Real 

valued positively the performance of France. One 

participant compared it to the evictions that occurred 

in the municipality of Rivas-Vaciamadrid. They 

commented that if they were kicked out, it had been 

for some reason, as in France live other nationalities as 

the Moroccans and these measures were not taken 

against them. 

 

Synthesis:Synthesis:Synthesis:Synthesis:    

In the analysis of the discourses obtained after the 

exposition of the samples we wanted to evaluate the 

link between the productions of popular culture, in this 

case the selected media (TV, newspapers), and the 

stereotypes of the audience. 

The succession of negative news on the collective 

perpetuates the stereotyped image that there is 

towards them. The existing perception is that they do 

not change or do not want to integrate, because the 

people can not make reference to reportages or news 

showing the opposite. The producers manage to create 

new stereotypes in a part of the audience, since the 

interpretation of each person can have a positive 

influence, making them aware, or negative one, 

causing a greater rejection of this collective. In the 

groups we have seen how against the same image the 

public captures completely different ideas. 

The impressions from the outside world and the bad 

personal experiences are mechanisms that added to 

the production of the media, are the ingredients of 

stereotypes and prejudices, guiding the attitudes 

towards the Romanian Gypsy collective. 

Below we will describe the results of the open group 

meetings in terms of perceptions and attitudes. 

    

From perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudesFrom perception to attitudes    
The stereotypes are images that we have in mind, that 

function also as justificatory resource for rejection and 

hostility towards certain groups as projection screen for 

our personal and social conflicts (Calvo Buezas, T., 

2003). Stereotypes can be positive, but in most cases 

are negative and resistant to change, facilitating the 

appearance of prejudice and discrimination. 

 

The existence of a prejudice implies that people 

prejudge, usually negatively a group or its members 

(Nelson, 2002). The prejudice not only refers to an 

opinion or belief, but also to an attitude, which 

includes feelings like rejection or contempt. 

The discrimination involves putting members of a 

group in disadvantage or treating them unfairly for 

belonging to a group. The racial or ethnic origin is not 

the only source of discrimination against persons 

belonging to minorities. 

Below we will study the six elements that influence the 

origin and persistence of the stereotypes and 

prejudices towards the Romanian gypsy community. 

 

1. 1. 1. 1. the role of thethe role of thethe role of thethe role of the media media media media as a key element in the 

configuration of collective image about this group. 

The role of the media is essential on such a sensitive 

issue like this one, because of the importance which 

may have its messages to create or remove prejudices 

or stereotypes. 

"In the media speaking of Spanish gypsies 
is speaking more about other things. But 
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in the case of Romanians gypsies is 
not"(Spanish boy, OM 3) 

"Recently was shown on television a 
group of people who had been arrested 
for stealing in the subway" (Spanish boy, 
OM 3) 

2.2.2.2. the total absence of interaction the total absence of interaction the total absence of interaction the total absence of interaction between the 

Romanian Roma and the rest of social groups. The 

mutual ignorance is in the genesis and persistence of 

stereotypes and prejudices towards people perceived 

as different (Allport, 1954). 

The participants in all open meetings affirmed that 

they did not know personally any Romanian gypsy. 

Even in areas where they share space and are 

neighbours, there is a "wall" between them. Some of 

the participants did not want to risk saying what image 

they had of the collective, since they recognized that 

didn’t know them enough and the image could be 

biased. 

"I don’t deal with them, I do not know 
them" (Spanish boy, OM 1) 

"I do not know them as people. I haven’t 
lived together with them "(Moroccan girl, 
OM 2) 

"I do not know any Romanian gypsy. 
Romanians come to the Spanish lessons, 
but the Gypsies no"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

One of the barriers that were mentioned was the 

unfamiliarity with the language to communicate with 

them. This was reflected by a young boy in Group 2. 

"Romanian Gypsies speak little Spanish. 
With Spanish gypsies you can talk. 
"(Spanish boy, OM 2) 

 

3.3.3.3. the prevailing idea is that they are responsible for  the prevailing idea is that they are responsible for  the prevailing idea is that they are responsible for  the prevailing idea is that they are responsible for 

their marginalization.their marginalization.their marginalization.their marginalization. They are those who come from 

outside and have to adapt to the customs of the host 

country. 

"They do not want to integrate, they have 
their culture. They came to live here as 
they were living in Romania. If they 
integrate would disappear "(Spanish man, 
OM 4) 

"They stay aside. Do not gather with 
others "(Spanish woman, OM 2) 

"They do not participate in the meetings 
when something happens in Cañada. 
They move away from us"(Moroccan girl, 
OM 2) 

In Group 4 was reflected on the concept of 

"integration" expressing different opinions regarding 

this topic. One of the participants supported the idea of 

equality in the diversity, understanding the integration 

as a process in which must be engaged everyone, not 

just the people coming from outside. 

"The integration is a concept on which 
must be worked a lot. This does not mean 
that people who come from outside or go 
to other place have to adapt to the local 
customs, but rather is preferable to speak 
about equality in the diversity... We all 
have to reintegrate"(Spanish woman, OM 
4) 

"The effort of approaching has to come 
from both sides" (Spanish woman, OM 4) 

"The integration consists in the mutual 
respect and dialogue. That might be a way 
to the integration. I respect them if they 
respect me. "(Spanish man, OM 4) 

One participant disagreed with this view, as for him the 

integration goes beyond the coexistence. 

"In order to integrate they have to mix, as 
when blacks marry whites. It is difficult to 
see mixed Spanish and Romanian Gypsies 
"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

Another participant of the same group thought that 

integrate is not preserving the same culture. 

"The people here will speak well, but if 
you go on the street the opinion is very 
bad. We have to come back to the reality. 
Sometimes we are wrong in preserving 
the same culture. Integrate is not as in the 
language"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

"When there are customs that violate the 
rights as arranged marriages of minor girls 
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that can not be respected" (Spanish man, 
OM 4) 

 

4. 4. 4. 4.  not having a direct and close contact with this  not having a direct and close contact with this  not having a direct and close contact with this  not having a direct and close contact with this 

group, there are certain stereotypes that appear at group, there are certain stereotypes that appear at group, there are certain stereotypes that appear at group, there are certain stereotypes that appear at 

observing from outside the collectivobserving from outside the collectivobserving from outside the collectivobserving from outside the collective.e.e.e.    

 

"Where I live there is a well dressed young 
gypsy guy who is begging. Maybe these 
people have some level to be well 
dressed. Others are very dirty. Once I 
approached him and asked why he was 
not working". (Spanish man, OM 4) 

"When I see them begging in the subway I 
feel sorry, because I think that are 
exploited by others. But that's not a 
prejudice"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

"The guy I see begging already greets me, 
knows me ... and if I don’t give him money 
I feel bad. One day I saw him with the 
mobile phone and thought - well, 
begging and look at him! His couple 
controls him from the other side ... you see 
them clean and educated ..."(Spanish man, 
OM 4) 

"At Manuel Becerra (busy square in the 
city of Madrid) I see how they organize to 
beg, steal ..." (Spanish girl, OM 3) 

In these examples, we can see that the stereotype of 

begging is associated to the physical deterioration and 

lack of money. Seeing a Romanian gypsy person "well-

dressed" or with a mobile begging, seems an indicator 

that the person is cheating us and is not as poor as he 

seems. Furthermore, seeing them at a square in a 

group is associated with organized criminal 

membership. 

These valuation assumptions or beliefs that are built 

become categorical statements that go from mouth to 

mouth and convert from rumors or legends to absolute 

truths. 

The most repeated story in all groups was around the 

issue of housing, stating that the administrations had 

given the Romanian Roma families flats and they were 

using them bad. Some said that they destroyed them, 

others that they had sold them and built a house in 

Romania, others paid only 50 euros for housing and 

besides were not living there but in the slums of the 

village of the Gallinero. However, studies such as 

"Spanish gypsy population and Eastern Europe, 

Employment and Social Inclusion" by the FSG, of 2011, 

indicates the difficulties of the Romanian Roma people 

to access housing. Often the documentation required 

for application, is almost impossible to achieve for 

these people. Some key documents, such as the 

Certificate of Registration of Citizens of the European 

Union, have tightened the requirements for processing, 

requiring a work contract to get it. But this kind of 

information is unknown to the rest of the population. 

Everyone knows the problems arising from non-

integration of this group, but little do know about the 

difficulties that these collectives find in their 

integration. 

 

5.5.5.5. there are the specific experiences of coexistencespecific experiences of coexistencespecific experiences of coexistencespecific experiences of coexistence 

with a tendency to emphasize more on the negative 

experiences related to this collective. Positive 

experiences of coexistence foster xenophile 

expressions while negative ones extend the distance 

from one to another. 

"Sometimes the problem is that the 
negative experiences are generalized to 
other groups. If there is something good, 
it is not said"(Spanish man, OM 4) 

These comments reaffirm what the experts 

commented on the media. That the normal situations 

do not interest as news, only interests the problematic 

and/or exceptional ones. 

When a group participant commented some positive 

experience about this collective, has been 

underplayed, except in Group 4, which has been more 

self-critical in this regard and, in general, has 

highlighted more positive experiences than the rest of 

the groups. Exists also the fact that when there is a 

positive approach to the Romanian Roma community, 

it is perceived as rare or exceptional and even is being 

tried to explain, as it breaks with the initial mental 

scheme towards this collective. 
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"We take the same bus to go to school. 
They were on the bus but did nothing 
"(Moroccan girl, OM 2) 

After this comment another participant from the same 

focus group added: 

"I never had problems with them. In the 
morning when going to work we greet 
and even once have been waiting on the 
bus, so that I not lose it"(Bolivian woman, 
OM 2) 

"One of them helped my mother to raise 
the shopping cart" (Spanish girl, OM 1) 

The personal experiences mentioned as negative have 

been related to the stereotype of theft and begging. 

"I had a friend who was a Romanian 
gypsy, but I did not know it, because she 
was normally dressed. Once I caught her 
stealing and stopped being her friend 
"(Spanish girl, OM 1) 

"We were in Cañada Real and they have 
been taken the phone cables on the 
highway. If they do it once, you 
understand. When they not stop doing it, 
you’re fired"(Spanish woman, OM 2) 

"I worked in a shop and they were coming 
to steal. I was afraid of them…"(In this 
case speaking about Spanish Gypsies) 
(Spanish girl, OM 3) 

There have been references to the aggressive nature of 

this group. 

"They defend on the hard way, saying you 
I call my friends and hit you" (Moroccan 
girl, OM 2) 

"Sometimes are looking for fight, speak 
evil" (Moroccan girl, OM 2) 

6. the emotional part the emotional part the emotional part the emotional part concerningconcerningconcerningconcerning the feelings the feelings the feelings the feelings that 

are awakened in the presence or contact of people 

who identify themselves as Romanian gypsies. Feelings 

that change when you don’t know that the person you 

are in contact is Romanian Gypsy. 

The feelings most pointed out were of distrust and fear, 

coinciding with the experts’ comments. 

"Sometimes they have come to the free 
store (for clothes) of the Neighborhood 
Association, and I came down to see what 
they take" (Spanish man, OM 4) 

"At first when I came to Cañada I was 
afraid for my small children (referring to 
the area) ... Now we know each other 
better and I am not so scared" (Bolivian 
woman, OM 2) 

In the following scheme we can see in summary the 

steps that precede the attitudes we are going to 

develop as follows: 
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ATTITUDES OR BEHAVIOURS IN THE AREAS OF ATTITUDES OR BEHAVIOURS IN THE AREAS OF ATTITUDES OR BEHAVIOURS IN THE AREAS OF ATTITUDES OR BEHAVIOURS IN THE AREAS OF 

INTERESTINTERESTINTERESTINTEREST    

In this third part of the script developed for the open 

meetings, we proposed a series of situations that may 

occur in the real life in relation to the areas of 

employment, housing and personal relations, in 

different contexts. We also analyzed the tolerance level 

to racist manifestations occurring outside of Spain in 

relation to the collective under study. 

In addressing these situations, coincidentally, some 

participants had gone through something similar and 

shared their experiences with others. In some 

situations the whole group agreed, but in others found 

different answers depending on each person. 

 

EMPLOYMENTEMPLOYMENTEMPLOYMENTEMPLOYMENT    

Two hypothetical situations are presented to the 

participants: 

1. "Imagine you have a company and you need to 

hire staff. In the selection process are presented 

several people and among them there is one 

Romanian Gypsy. What would you do?" 

2. "Imagine that you need to hire someone to clean 

the house or take care of an elderly person and 

appears a Romanian gypsy person" (introducing 

the employment variable at one’s own home) 

 

COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    
PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ 

DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION    

GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1    
    
CCCCONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEM IN A  IN A  IN A  IN A 
COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY    
"Yes I would hire him" (Spanish 
boy) 
"I dislike that they steal. I would 
not trust them"(Spanish girl) 
Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience: My 
mother went to an interview at 
the supermarket Dia and was 
not hired for being a gypsy. For 
being gypsies we are 
discriminated (Spanish girl) 

 
 

� Acceptance 
� Distrust-rejection 

associated to the 
stereotype of 
thieves 

� Empathy-to live a 
similar situation 

 

GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2    
    
CCCCONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEM IN A  IN A  IN A  IN A 
COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY    
"They can not stand one 
working day. You can’t see 
them getting up early to work. 
To beg and steal - yes"(Bolivian 
boy) 
"If they are not studying how 
will work later" (Moroccan girl) 
HIRE THEMHIRE THEMHIRE THEMHIRE THEM TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT 
HOMEHOMEHOMEHOME    
"I know a Romanian gypsy 
family that the husband worked 
and the wife went begging with 
the children" (Moroccan girl) 
"It depends. These people are 
not going anywhere 
presentable. If they steal on the 
street then will get into home 
and steal everything "(Spanish 
boy) 
"In a house where the lady was 
working and needed a person, 
she told me that would not hire 
Romanian because will leave 
her "naked"(Bolivian woman) 
"I’ll give her a chance to work. I 
would get her home, but under 
observation. If steals me I’ll 
throw her out"(Spanish woman) 

 
 
� In this group all 

show attitude of 
rejection 
associated to 
stereotypes of "bad 
physical image", 
"stealing" and the 
idea that "not want 
to work" 

� Only one person in 
the group would 
give them a chance 
but shows fear and 
mistrust thinking 
that they could 
steal 

 

GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3    
    
CCCCONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEM IN A  IN A  IN A  IN A 
COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY    
 "I would make the interview 
and would be happy to hire him 
if he is prepared enough. I 
wouldn’t do discrimination. I 
wouldn’t reject him"(Colombian 
boy) 
"I would also make the 
interview" (Spanish girl) 
"We complain that they do not 
integrate but unless we give 
them the opportunity they can 
not be integrated" (Spanish girl) 
"It is up to them"        
    

 
 
 
� Acceptance 
� In this group value 

very positively that 
a Romanian gypsy 
person is seeking a 
job and their 
attitude has been 
very receptive 
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HIRE THEMHIRE THEMHIRE THEMHIRE THEM TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT  TO WORK AT 
HOMEHOMEHOMEHOME    
    "It depends on the image she 
gave you during the interview" 
"I think I’ll not hire her because 
at home there is a greater sense 
of belonging. I do not think 
they can aspire to other posts if 
are not trained"(Spanish boy) 
"They have to give confidence. 
Before the interview check that 
they have the documentation in 
order and so on"( Invisible 
Romanian gypsy boy) 

 
 
� Ambivalence. 
� Distrust 

considering the 
house a private 
space 

� Acceptance 
 

GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4    
    
CCCCONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEMONTRACT THEM IN A  IN A  IN A  IN A 
COMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANYCOMPANY    
Speaking ironically: "We would 
pay less." (Spanish man) 
"To care for an older person yes, 
in respect towards elderly" 
(Spanish woman) 
"In the construction works there 
are gypsies working as guards. 
Because this way nobody enters 
to steal" 
Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience: "A 
contact of mine did not picked 
up a Romanian gypsy girl 
because the work was facing 
the public" (Spanish man)    

 
 
� Acceptance 
� Ambivalence, 

depending on the 
type of job 

� Emerge 
stereotypes related 
to begging, theft 
and bad image 

-  

 

 

HOUSING / LIVING TOGETHERHOUSING / LIVING TOGETHERHOUSING / LIVING TOGETHERHOUSING / LIVING TOGETHER    

Two specific scenarios of coexistence are presented in 

this group: 

 

1. "Imagine that in your block relocate Romanian 

Roma families from the village of Gallinero, What 

would you think? What would be the reaction of 

the neighbours?" 

2. "You rent your flat and presents Romanian gypsy 

family with all the necessary documents for the 

rental agreement. What would you do?" 

 

 

COMMENCOMMENCOMMENCOMMENTS/ TS/ TS/ TS/ STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    
PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ 

DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION    

GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1    
HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS 
NEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURS    
"You are in the same habitat but 
with other animals" (Spanish 
boy) 
"They get pretty flats and 
destroy them" (Spanish boy) 

 
 

� Rejection 
 

GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2    
HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS 
NEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURS    
"I do not want them as 
neighbours" (Moroccan girl) 
"It depends on which Gypsies. 
Spanish are well controlled 
now. Having follow-up you can 
give them a chance. Spanish 
Gypsies had bad behavior 
before and now are changing. 
You can not live together with 
Romanian Gypsies "(Spanish 
woman) 
"They get flats for 50 euros per 
month. They fight with the 
neighbours and leave. Drink, 
piss in doorways, threaten to 
death ... "(Bolivian man) 
"I'd rather go back to my 
country than living with them. 
They could do 
anything"(Moroccan girl) 
"In small quantities can be 
supported" (Spanish boy) 

 
 
 
 
� Rejection 
� Fear  
 

GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3    
HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS 
NEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURS    
"I'd be afraid to break the 
coexistence. If they are few are 
minority and don’t impose their 
laws"(Spanish girl) 
"I'm against it and I think it 
would cause problems because 
of the references we have" 
(Spanish girl) 
"I would say no for fear of 
happening something" 
(Spanish girl) 
"I would vote yes if they do not 

 
 
 
� -Rejection for fear 

of having problems 
living together 

� Conditional 
acceptance  

� Acceptance 
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demonstrate otherwise" 
(Spanish girl) 
"I have Romanian Gypsy 
families close and they are 
quiet, working" (Romanian 
man) 
RENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLAT    
Personal experiences:Personal experiences:Personal experiences:Personal experiences:    
"I had an experience renting a 
flat to a Romanian couple of 22 
- 23 years. If they were gypsies, 
they would not have been hired 
because of instability. Even if 
they had all the documents, I 
would hesitate if they are legal. 
Also for the flat, for the damage 
they could cause, the conflicts 
with neighbours"(Spanish boy) 
"My father rented an apartment 
to Romanian gypsies and they 
hadn’t paid. Also 
accommodated many more 
people inside "(Spanish girl) 
"I live on rent and I have no 
problem with the owners" 
("invisible" Romanian Gypsy 
boy) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
� Rejection by fear of 

conflicts 
� Distrust 
� Empathy in the 

case of the 
Romanian boy 

 

GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4    
    
HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS HAVING THEM AS 
NEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURSNEIGHBOURS    
"As I have not lived with 
Romanian Gypsies I would not 
have any problem. Now if you 
ask the doorkeeper he could tell 
you other thing "(Spanish man) 
RENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLATRENT THEM A FLAT    
"I wouldn’t rent it. My opinion is 
that are good people if they 
care it well. "(Spanish man) 
Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience:Personal experience: "I rented 
a house on the beach to a 
Spanish person and he rented it 
to Romanian Gypsies. They paid 
and left the house very clean. 
The neighbours didn’t protest. 
But I was not paid by the 
Spanish. I had judgement with 
him and so on"(Spanish 
woman)    

 
 
� Acceptance 
� Distrust 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At first there was an 
attitude of rejection and 
distrust. After hearing 
the positive experience 
they began to doubt. 
They said that was 
necessary to know this 
type of experience. 
 

PERSONAL RELATIONSPERSONAL RELATIONSPERSONAL RELATIONSPERSONAL RELATIONS    

To evaluate the personal relationships with Romanian 

gypsy community raises two assumptions: 

 

1. "Imagine that your brother/sister or son/daughter 

has new couple. Comments you that before 

presenting it to the family wants to know your 

opinion, as she/he is Romanian Gypsy. What would 

you say? “ 

2. "In the new school year the children have new 

classmates Romanian Gypsies. How would you 

feel? And if the class was of Romanian Gypsies and 

they arrive?" 

 
 

COMMENTS/COMMENTS/COMMENTS/COMMENTS/    STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    
PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ 

DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION    

GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1    
YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER 
PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE 
ROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSY    
"He will be aware of what is 
doing" (Spanish girl) 
"If the gypsy is working and 
being civilized" (Spanish boy) 
"What I do not want for me I 
don’t want for my sister" 
(Spanish girl) 
HAVE THEM AS CLASSMATESHAVE THEM AS CLASSMATESHAVE THEM AS CLASSMATESHAVE THEM AS CLASSMATES    
"I’ll not bring the mobile in case 
it is stolen" (Spanish boy) 
"Trusts the minimum" (Spanish 
girl) 
"I’ll know him, a companion 
more and that's it" (Spanish girl) 
"If they are all gypsies I would 
not be in this class" (Spanish 
girl) 

 
 
 
� Acceptance and 

respect 
� Ambivalence-

depends on the 
person 

� Absolute rejection 
 
 
 
 
 
� Distrust for the 

stereotype of 
"thieves" 

� Ambivalence 
� Acceptance and 

Respect 
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COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ 

DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION 

GGGGROUP 2ROUP 2ROUP 2ROUP 2    
YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER 
PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE 
ROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSY    
"We have to know the boy" 
(Spanish boy) 
Personal experience: "My 
daughter came out with a 
Spanish gypsy boy and she 
completely changed. She 
seemed to be disappeared. 
They are people who  try to 
change you "(Spanish woman) 
"You could have been with a 
gypsy and be good one. You 
can not judge everyone equally 
"(Moroccan girl) 
"First I have to know him. My 
kids can be judged without 
giving them a chance. If you 
judge me without knowing me I 
would not like this. When you 
love someone you love his way 
of being. Not changing 
him"(Bolivian man) 

 
 
 
 
 
� Ambivalence 
� Rejection 

associated to sexist 
stereotypes  

� Acceptance 
 

GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3    
YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER YOUR FAMILY MEMBER 
PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE 
ROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSY    
"You have to trust that if your 
son presents her, means 
something to him" (Spanish 
girl) 
"I would not like this because 
the image that I have is that the 
woman is sidelined."(Spanish 
boy) 

 
 
 
 
� Acceptance 
� Rejection and 

discrimination for 
the sexist 
stereotype 

GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4    
YOUR FAYOUR FAYOUR FAYOUR FAMILY MEMBER MILY MEMBER MILY MEMBER MILY MEMBER 
PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE PRESENTS HIS/HER COUPLE 
ROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSYROUMANIAN GYPSY    
"If they love each other and are 
happy ..." (Spanish woman) 
"I think if she has taken the step 
to introduce the boyfriend is 
because already knows him 
well and I trust her" (Spanish 
woman) 
"I think it would be different if it 
was my daughter with a 
boyfriend because of being 
sexists and the way the gypsy 
family is configured". (Spanish 
woman)    

 
 
 
 
� Acceptance and 

respect 
� Distrust for the 

sexist stereotype 

TOLERANCE AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY TOLERANCE AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY TOLERANCE AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY TOLERANCE AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY 

BEHAVIOURSBEHAVIOURSBEHAVIOURSBEHAVIOURS    

To assess the level of tolerance towards discriminatory 

behaviours or statements is presented to the 

participants news that appeared in the press about the 

massive expulsions of Romanian Gypsies occurred in 

France in 2010. The following open question is asked: 

“What do you think about what happened in France?” 

 

COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ COMMENTS/ STEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPESSTEREOTYPES    
PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ PREJUDICE/ 

DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION    

GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1GROUP 1    
"That's racist" (Spanish girl) 
"Racism in extra" (Spanish girl) 
"Normally they are nomads by 
discrimination" (Spanish boy) 

� Absolute rejection 
to the expulsions 

� Stereotype of 
nomads. It is 
justified by the 
treatment they 
receive in terms of 
expulsions 

GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2GROUP 2    
"The best thing they did in 
France" (Moroccan girl) 
"In Rivas did something similar 
and it was the best they could 
do ... I would send them to an 
island. Why in France have not 
expulsed more? Spain has been 
the paradise for them."(Spanish 
woman) 
"I didn’t know that they had 
been expulsed" (Bolivian 
woman) 
"If were kicked out there was a 
reason. Because there are many 
Moroccans and other foreigners 
and they hadn’t been 
expulsed"(Moroccan girl) 

� Acceptance of the 
expulsions 

� It is fed back the 
stereotype of 
crime. The fact that 
so many Romanian 
gypsy people are 
expulsed makes 
you think that it is 
justified in not 
taking the same 
measure with other 
groups of foreign 
origin 

� Totally racist and 
xenophobic 
attitude with the 
proposal to create 
a separate space 
(an island) for them 

GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3GROUP 3    
"It seems to me very bad. Very 
violent. They are creating in 
their own country 
xenophobia"(Spanish boy) 
"It's hard" (Spanish girl) 

� Rejection of the 
expulsions 

� Understanding of 
this collective 
situation and the 
racism there is 
towards them 

GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4GROUP 4    
"The problem is that this is 
illegal. Aside from the racism. 
Besides illegal is also inhuman 
". (Spanish man) 
"It's an electoral act. People 
outside will see it differently but 
there happens the same as 
when was the campaign in 
Catalonia "(Spanish man) 

� Rejection of the 
expulsions 

� Discrimination by 
the politicians to 
use them as a 
scapegoat 
leveraging the 
prejudices that 
have the majority 
of the population 
towards them 
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As we can observe in the analysis of the discourses, in 

none of the areas all components of each group has 

shown a positive attitude of acceptance in all the 

situations. 

In the employment area Group 1, young Roma minority 

group, shows attitudes of acceptance, but with distrust 

associated to the stereotype of "thieves". Group 2 

which lives in the Cañada Real and have them as 

neighbours has shown total refusal attitudes 

associated with stereotypes of "bad physical image", 

"theft", etc. However, the Group 3 of university 

graduates and media has greater acceptance and 

receptivity when hiring a Romanian gypsy person, 

although they show distrust when the work is done in a 

private area such as the house. Group 4, older people, 

is ambivalent in this respect depending on the type of 

job. 

In the area of housing is manifested in all groups a total 

rejection to the supposed neighborhood relationship 

with this collective for fear that coexistence problems 

could arise even in some cases they would be given a 

chance if the relocated families were small proportion 

of the total native population living in the block. In the 

supposed rent of a Romanian gypsy family, first awaked 

feeling of rejection, but this feeling diminished when 

one of the participants displayed a positive personal 

experience in this regard. 

In terms of social relations proposed at family level as 

couple of a family member, the opinion was different 

depending on the gender of the couple. If it is a female 

there is a general acceptance and respect, but if it is 

male, except of distrust, there are fear and 

discrimination for the sexist stereotypical "macho" 

associated with the Roma. 

When analyzing the tolerance against discriminatory 

statements towards this group, in particular the 

expulsions in France, the attitude of the groups 1, 3 and 

4 is of denunciation and rejection of this type of action. 

This news has even brought positive changes as the 

participants have realized that all blame the gypsy 

collective for the lack of integration, when they are not 

being given the chance to settle anywhere. Expulsions 

not only in France but also in Spain of some 

settlements as Rivas, exposed the difficulty that these 

people have to access employment and housing. 

In Group 2, who are people living with them, the 

expulsions in France seemed positive action and 

assessed them as a result of the existing stereotype of 

criminals referred to the Roma. This tolerance to a fact 

internationally condemned for the violation of the 

rights of these people, besides being European citizens, 

is due to the coexistence problems they have in the 

neighborhood and the competition for scarce social 

resources available in the area. 

On other hand, becomes significant the response of 

persons belonging to minority groups (Spanish Roma 

and foreigners) concerning the Romanian Gypsies. In 

fact, they have been those who more attitudes of 

rejection show despite having common characteristics 

such as the ethnicity (for being Gypsies) and immigrant 

status where logically have also been moments of 

discrimination in the daily lives. Also draws the 

attention that Group 2 from Cañada Real, which lives 

closer to the Romanian Gypsies, is showing most 

rejection against the possibility of having them as 

neighbours in the same block. 

According to Allport, to whom refers Tomás Calvo 

Buezas5, you can talk about discrimination when "we 

often turn away from the people with whom not get 

on. While we are the ones that move away, we do not 

commit any act of discrimination. Discrimination is only 

when we deny to other individuals or groups of people 

equality of treatment to which they are entitled." In line 

with this argument, we can see that the categorical 

rejection appeared in certain situations of coexistence 

with the Romanian Roma, reduces the opportunities 

for change of this collective. If they have no possibility 

of getting a job or housing, hardly can escape from the 

cycle of poverty and marginalization to which they are 

subjected. 

Group 1Group 1Group 1Group 1 highlighted mainly the bad image the gypsies 

have and the generalizations that the majority society 

makes as main cause of their prejudices. 

                                                 
5 "Spain Racist? Voices payas on Gypsies "1990. Barcelona 
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"The non-Roma do not differentiate 
between Romanian and Spanish gypsies” 
(Young boy, OM 1) 

At the same time they recognized their attitude of 

discrimination and rejection. 

"There is discrimination against Spanish 
Roma and we also discriminate the 
Romanian Gypsies" (Young girl, OM 1) 

They showed empathy to see some of the samples 

presenting them real life situations in different areas. 

"They take these images and generalize, 
as do the non-Roma" (says a young girl, 
OM 1, after seeing the photo of 
"Musicians, Beggars or Thieves") 

"At school we have been discriminated. 
For being a gypsy they put you in a 
support class"(young gypsy girl, OM 1) 

Both Spanish gypsies as foreign participants from other 

groups (more Moroccans, then South Americans and 

Romanians) didn’t find well certain behaviours or 

habits of Romanian Gypsies which were also practiced 

within their minority group. 

An example is "having many children or marry young." 

In Group 2, a Moroccan woman said that they also get 

to have 12 children and another Moroccan woman 

answered: 

"But we care them well" (Moroccan 
woman, OM 2) 

The same happens with the collection of scrap, they 

commented that also were practicing it, adding "But 

we do not steal and behave as poor". 

Group 4Group 4Group 4Group 4 recognized that there are behaviours that are 

not only specific to the Romanian Gypsies. 

"You see them begging, but you can see 
also people juggling at traffic lights" 
(Spanish man, OM 4) 

"Some drunken night, but that also 
happens to the Spanish" (Spanish woman, 
OM 4) 

Group 2Group 2Group 2Group 2 has kept the greater rejection speech towards 

the Romanian gypsy community. What generated 

them greater tension was the proximity of the village 

of the Gallinero, the largest settlement in the 

Community of Madrid. 

"Before entering Cañada the Gallinero is 
the first you see. And people think that all 
Cañada is like that"(Spanish woman, OM 
2) 

Besides they blamed the villagers for the deterioration 

in the area. 

"Those who live in the Gallinero destroy 
our image" (Spanish woman, OM 2) 

"Because of them we have no bus" 
(Moroccan girl, OM 2) 

They consider that the area has been stigmatized, since 

the media issued several reportages on Cañada Real 

with images of "plagues of rats", "copper theft" and 

"dirt". 

In the early development of the session some 

participants mentioned they had shared spaces with 

the collective, such as football pitches and school bus, 

and there were no problems between them. They even 

indicated that not all gypsies were equal. However, as 

the session progressed, the speech was more 

negatively changing, focusing on the scarcity of social 

resources in the area and in its distribution. 

Negative images to this group are accentuated in the 

competition for the distribution of public resources 

that seemed unfair, since the participants thought that 

this group was given more facilities and benefits 

without requiring the same conditions as the rest of 

the population in the area. 

"They have put a bus just for them. And 
many even don’t go to school"(Moroccan 
girl, OM 2) 

"They bring the kids by a special bus to 
school in the afternoon, and give them 
snack, homework, etc. (Moroccan girl, OM 
2) 

"If I need to go to doctor I have to take my 
car. And they have an ambulance on the 
side. Are privileged but not realize 
it"(Spanish woman, OM 2) 

The drug problem in the area becomes secondary to 

the repertoire of complaints directed towards the 
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Romanian gypsy community. The participants 

criminalized more begging than the drug trafficking 

and blamed directly the Romanian gypsy community 

for the poor image of Cañada. Although some 

participants did not agree with it: 

"Romanian Gypsies came after the Cañada 
had already gained bad image" (Spanish 
boy, OM 2) 

    

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE ROMANIAN GYPSIESPOSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE ROMANIAN GYPSIESPOSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE ROMANIAN GYPSIESPOSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE ROMANIAN GYPSIES    

In order to close each of the groups was launched the 

following questions: "What do you like about 

Romanian Gypsies? Any positive aspects about them?" 

Group 1 and 2Group 1 and 2Group 1 and 2Group 1 and 2 responded categorically that there was 

no positive aspect about them. All they see in the 

media and on the street is negative. 

"Not because they do not have it, but 
because I do not know" (Spanish boy, OM 
1) 

"To accept them we have to see them 
changing, to meet them as different 
people" (Spanish boy, OM 2) 

Group 3 and 4Group 3 and 4Group 3 and 4Group 3 and 4 mentioned positive things like the 

music, the survival character traveling around the 

world, how they help each other, the respect they have 

for elderly, and the support among the families. One 

participant commented that in the hospital where she 

worked, Roma families were always accompanying the 

sick and although this sometimes created conflicts, had 

the opposite side of alone non-Roma children because 

the parents were working. 

As for the possibility of improvement or change, the 

group 2 commented that there is no possibility of 

change because the collective does not want. 

"They have been here for many years, all 
have helped them a lot and there is no 
way" (OM 2) 

The other groups mentioned the possibility of change 

through education. 

The Spanish gypsy group compared its own situation 

years ago to nowadays. Since they began studying the 

situation and image of the Spanish gypsies changed 

positively for the rest of society. 

"Just because you're poor does not mean 
you can not get a good education" 
(Spanish boy, OM 1) 

Apart from the education of children, in group 3 was 

spoken of the importance of training of adults to access 

employment. 

"Not everything must be making money. 
Do something for training "(Spanish boy, 
OM 3) 

In Group 4, one of the participants commented that 

knows Romanian Gypsy families bringing their children 

to school in the area where she lived, but if nobody 

says that they are Gypsies, you won’t be able to 

recognize them, as they have broken with the image 

we have about them. 

In this group was asked about the work being done 

with this collective and the participants wanted to 

know the results of those actions, as they believed that 

there have been changes for many years of work, but 

stay unknown. 

The issue of discrimination has not come out a lot in 

the groups and in some cases was mentioned more in 

relation to the country of origin. It is common to hear 

the phrase "I'm not racist but ...” The recognition of 

prejudices and stereotypes is the first step to the 

change of attitudes. The denial for fear of being labeled 

as racist does not favor this change. It is true that 

stereotypes are based on a part of the reality, but the 

danger is when are generalized and presented as the 

only reality. This prevents to see beyond. In fact, these 

people may have had more contacts with Romanian 

gypsy people than they can imagine, sitting with them 

in the subway for example and even sharing spaces 

without realizing it. It was commented that now is less 

noticeable the presence of Romanian gypsies and it is 

possible that some families have had to return home 

for the crisis, and another possibility is that some 

people from this collective do not identify themselves 

as "Romanian gypsy" for fear of rejection and 

discrimination as the case of the Romanian Roma man 

in Group 3. 

The begging practiced with children has fallen 

substantially since the arrival of the Romanian gypsy 

community to the current moment. Do all non-
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schooled children are in the village of Gallinero? Aren’t 

there Roma children in the schools of the Community 

of Madrid? Neither are all non-schooled children in the 

Gallinero and yes, there are Romanian Gypsies studying 

in other schools in the Community of Madrid. Perhaps, 

these facts should be taken into account by the media 

because it is an unknown reality and therefore news for 

the audience. And not only with respect to education, 

but also to other areas as employment where there are 

also Romanian Roma working or looking for work but 

not become visible in the media. 

This type of news based on cases of successful 

integration are those that can contribute to positive 

change in the attitudes towards the Romanian gypsy 

community, as they allow to get known that other part 

of reality that tends not to publicize. 

Racism and xenophobia tend to rise in times of 

uncertainty and intense competition for limited 

resources. In this time of economic crisis we are going 

through welfare and public services cuts, and loss in 

the economic and employment expectations. There 

could be a rise of racism and xenophobia in its various 

forms, so it is important to perform efforts by everyone 

to achieve the integration of this collective. 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Main conclusions & Main conclusions & Main conclusions & Main conclusions & recommendations recommendations recommendations recommendations     
 

The analysis of the experts’ interviews and open 

meetings have revealed that the most extreme cases of 

discrimination are often related to the coexistence of 

multiple forms of discrimination. In this sense, ethnicity 

and country of origin convert the Romanian Roma 

population in the group most vulnerable to the various 

manifestations of racism and xenophobia. 

The most important aspects that have been identified 

in terms of fighting against discrimination, racism and 

xenophobia are: 

� There is a lack of interaction and coexistence 

between Romanian Roma population and the rest 

of society. There is little communication between 

them despite having lived together in nearby 

spaces for several years. The lack of relationship 

and mutual ignorance facilitates the feed back of 

prejudice, stereotypes and false rumors that are 

created around this group. 

� Some of the barriers making difficult the 

relationship with this minority group and therefore 

their integration into society is the unawareness of 

Spanish language, the expanding legal 

moratorium that prevents citizens from Romania 

and Bulgaria to work as employees in Spain until 

the December 31, 2013 and the hardening of the 

requirements for the application for registration 

certificate of EU citizen (Royal Decree Law 

16/2012). 

� The positive references to Romanian Roma in the 

media are practically missing. Despite the progress 

made in recent years in the field of education, 

employment, health and housing for these 

families, they are invisible to the wider society not 

being valued as news of interest by the 

communication professionals. 

� The media contribute to the perpetuation of these 

stereotypes, continuously transmitting news that 

relates this group to crime, poverty and evictions 

or demolitions of slums. 

� The ignorance towards the Romanian gypsy 

community by both general society and media, 
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together with the negative image of them 

projected in the media, awakens feelings of fear 

and distrust in the majority society. 

� The foreign minority group tends to differentiate 

from the Romanian gypsy since they have 

migrated in order to find work, while perceive that 

the Romanian Gypsies have come to "beg" and 

"steal". 

� The Spanish gypsy minority also tends to differ 

from Romanian Gypsies, even refusing to 

recognize the existence of common ethnic 

features that socially are perceived negatively. 

� The economic crisis has led to further 

impoverishment of the Spanish population. 

However, its impact has been greater in the most 

vulnerable sectors of the society. At political and 

social level, have been stigmatized collectives as 

the Romanian gypsy, often making them the 

scapegoat for problems such as citizen insecurity 

or scarcity of public resources. 

� Poverty prevents from leaving the circle of 

exclusion. The lack of experience and training 

make difficult the access to employment; the 

shadow economy has increased and in many cases 

the lack of resources for subsistence involves 

activities such as begging or collecting of scrap. 

The difficulties of access to standard housing turn 

the small shantytowns and settlements in the only 

possibility for accommodation for many families, 

existing high levels of overcrowding and 

substandard housing. 

� The rejection of this collective is more pronounced 

in neighborhoods close to settlements as the 

Cañada Real Galiana or Gallinero. This rejection is 

also perceived among other minority groups that 

compete with this collective for the distribution of 

social services and scarce resources. 

� The feedback from open meetings with people 

outside the Romanian gypsy community has 

confirmed the presence of everyday 

discriminations, regardless of age, social class and 

context in which they arise. The common speech 

that "not want to integrate, they like to live apart", 

makes the collective responsible of its situation, 

assuming and thus justifying the attitude of 

rejection towards them. 

� In general there is a high level of ignorance from 

the majority population as well as from institutions 

and professionals in different areas on the 

legislation in our country that promotes advocacy 

of equal treatment and non-discrimination. 

 
 

    

RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS    

 

♦ It is essential for the Romanian Roma issue to be 

involved wide spectrum of the society at different 

levels and with different roles: public institutions, 

media, economic and social agents, NGOs, etc. in 

order to avoid the interpretation of the subject as a 

marginal problem concerning merely the 

Romanian gypsy people and be seen as an issue of 

public commitment concerning the whole society. 

The public measures should be facilitators and not 

interventionist. 

♦ It is necessary to consider and enforce the Anti-

Discrimination Legislation both Spanish and 

international. In Spain, as the Directive 2000/43/EC 

marks, was created in 2007 the Council for the 

Promotion of Equal Treatment and Non-

discrimination of persons for their racial or ethnic 

origin assigned to the Ministry of Health, Social 

Services and Equality. To this body corresponds 

the development of legal protection functions and 

assistance to victims of discrimination, information 

and awareness of lawyers, police or media and 

social agents, the systematic performance of 

studies and awareness campaigns. People need to 

realize that discrimination is prohibited and that 

contravening the rules in this area has punitive 

effects, so that the most unfair way of treating 

people judging them and excluding them because 

of their ethnicity, will be eradicated from the 

Spanish society. 

♦ To be exchanged best practices, coordination and 

experience among Member States in the field of 

inclusion, providing support for analysis and 
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stimulating cooperation between all parties 

affected by Romanian Roma population issues. 

♦ To be developed awareness campaigns that make 

visible the positive changes of the Romanian Roma 

population mainly in the media. We have the 

experience of the Spanish Roma population and 

the positive changes that have occurred in recent 

years in the media, reflecting a more positive 

image of them, showing the incorporation of 

children in schools, making visible the families 

living in flats or working in different professional 

sectors. 

♦ To be implemented programs that promote 

employment, training and education for this 

collective to come out of the cycle of poverty and 

prevent the dedication to other irregular activities. 

To pay special attention to the youngest and raise 

awareness of the Roma families on the importance 

of education. 

♦ To be promoted meeting spaces for different 

social groups, accessible spaces in neighborhoods 

where people can meet and undertake joint 

actions to improve the community, to promote 

closeness and coexistence between different 

cultures. 

♦ And last, but no less important, to launch the 

"National Strategy against Racism, racial 

discrimination, xenophobia and other related 

forms of intolerance" along with the "National 

Strategy for Social Inclusion of the Roma 

Population (2012 -2020)". 

 

The principles of this strategy must be the The principles of this strategy must be the The principles of this strategy must be the The principles of this strategy must be the 
fundamental pillars of all actions carried ofundamental pillars of all actions carried ofundamental pillars of all actions carried ofundamental pillars of all actions carried out:ut:ut:ut:    

 

1. The principle of Equality of treatment and non-

discrimination, which involves the equal rights and 

obligations of the population, within the 

framework of the basic constitutional values. 

2. The principle of Citizenship, which implies the 

recognition of full civic, social, economic, cultural 

and political participation of all citizens. 

3. The principle of Inclusion, which involves the 

creation of processes that lead to overcome the 

social, economic, personal, and cultural 

disadvantages, so being able to enjoy social rights 

and exercise civic participation, overcoming the 

stigma that leads to poverty, marginalization and 

exclusion. 

4. The principle of Interculture as a mechanism for 

positive interaction between people with different 

backgrounds and cultures, always valuing and 

respecting the cultural diversity. 

5. The principle of Tolerance, defined as respect, 

acceptance and appreciation of the rich diversity 

of our world's cultures, our forms of expression 

and ways of being human. The tolerance is an 

active attitude recognizing the universal human 

rights and fundamental freedoms of the others. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR AWARENESS SUGGESTIONS FOR AWARENESS SUGGESTIONS FOR AWARENESS SUGGESTIONS FOR AWARENESS RAISING ACTIVITIES RAISING ACTIVITIES RAISING ACTIVITIES RAISING ACTIVITIES 

OF BEAMS OF BEAMS OF BEAMS OF BEAMS     

To produce change in the living conditions of the 

Roma population is necessary to work at two levels, 

with the Roma people in the provision of services and 

with the whole society in order to change the attitudes. 

Some indications that we suggest for awareness raising 

activities and pilot actions in WS3 are: 

♦ Actions aimed at the whole society. Public 

awareness, training of agents who work more 

directly with the Roma population (teachers, 

health and social services, etc.) and advice to 

media workers responsible for making decisions 

about information that affects the Romanian 

Roma. 

♦ Remove stereotypes providing real data. An 

example of this is the awareness campaign Dosta! 

of the Council of Europe, promoted in Spain by 

FSG, the State Council of the Roma People, the 

Human Rights Office at the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and Cooperation and the Ministry of Health, 

Social Services and Equality. This campaign shares 

the BEAMS project objectives against prejudice 

and stereotypes that affect the Roma population, 

with the aim of promoting a more realistic and fair 

view about the Spanish Roma people and their 

heterogeneity. 

♦ Can be also useful elements of the European 

project NET-KARD Cooperation and networking 

between key agents against discrimination of the 

Roma community, funded by the Fundamental 

Rights and Citizenship Programme of the 

European Union (DG Justice, European 

Commission), that coordinated by FSG counts on 

the participation of entities and organizations from 

Spain, Italy, Portugal and Romania, whose purpose 

is to provide resources to key professionals in the 

prevention of discrimination against Roma people, 

and promote networking and working 

methodologies between key actors in the fight 

against discrimination and support for victims, 

namely lawyers and jurists, police services, Roma 

associations and media professional. 

♦ Promote specific campaigns to improve the image 

of the environments most affected by the media as 

the Cañada Real. 

♦ The actions have to be directed also to the 

population through the most frequented spaces 

from schools to shopping malls as actions could be 

multiple, such as awareness campaigns, or 

recreational activities in schools. 

♦ Train Romanian gypsy people as intercultural 

agents for the awareness raising. They should be 

the protagonists to raise public awareness on 

these changes and make themselves visible. 

♦ Identify schools (schools and colleges) where there 

are Romanian Roma students for the development 

of activities, involving families, children and 

teachers in their implementation. Provide 

audiovisual and reading materials that they can 

use in the classroom and teaching materials, such 

as comics, books or web pages. 

♦ Not duplicate existing resources. There have been 

numerous studies and teaching materials to work 

on discrimination, racism and xenophobia. 

Coordination with other entities and development 

of joint activities will reach more people. It is 

advisable to reinforce existing good practices and 

if necessary modify and improve them including in 

them the Romanian Roma population. 

Ultimately, in order to achieve the main objective of 

the project, the fight against racism and xenophobia, 

we must work with the whole society with special 

emphasis on media, taking into account the 

importance and influence they have as transmitters of 

information and popular culture in the society. 
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